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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a case study of teleoperation 

of the Thaw Telescope of the Allegheny Observatory, 

University of Pittsburgh. This telescope is a forerunner of 

the Astrometric Telescope Facility (ATF) on board of NASA's 

Space Station which is set to be launched in the 1990's. A 

simulated model is built to emulate the functional 

operations of the Thaw telescope and attached scientific 

instrument. The OASIS software system is used to 

communicate with the simulation model. This simulation 

model, written in Ada, consists of three major parts. The 

Command_Receiver and the Data_Transmitter are software 

written to service the incoming telecommands and outgoing 

telemetry, the Command_Processor is the actual simulator 

itself consisting of a Command Retriever, a Scanner, a 

Parser, a Command Interpreter, and the actual Thaw telescope 

simulation. 

The motivation for our simulation model and 

discussion of design issues are presented in chapters 1 and 

2. The details of the model are documented in chapters 3, 

4, and 5. The final two chapters include examples, 

questions, thoughts for future work, and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of the Astrometric Telescope 

Facility (ATF) of the Telescience Testbed Pilot Program 

supported by NASA, is the detection and detailed study of 

planetary systems around other stars. This will involve 

remote operation of an astrometric telescope aboard NASA's 

Space Station, which is planned for launch in the 1990's. 

To investigate various issues associated with teleoperation 

of the ATF, it is planned to utilize the Thaw telescope of 

the Allegheny Observatory as a preliminary testbed. The 

implementation of this testbed is broken down into several 

stages ; 

1. Simulation of the Thaw telescope on a MicroVax, and the 

control of the telescope simulation from another 

MicroVax locally through a physical link (RS232 /and 

phone line) . This allows us to study the possible 

man/machine and machine/machine interfaces (figure 1.1). 

2. In this stage, the MicroVax with the simulated model of 

the Thaw telescope will be moved to Allegheny observatory 

in Pittsburgh. This simulated model will be controlled 

remotely by the commanding MicroVax from Tucson through a 

pair of 9600 Baud dial-up modems and/or through the NSI 

data communication network. This will allow us to study 
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the potential long distance communication problems 

{figure 1.2). 
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. In this stage, we will replace the MicroVax running the 

simulation with the real telescope instrument, the Thaw 

telescope and a PS/2 model 80 computer at the 

observatory. The PS/2 (controlling computer) will 

interface with the Thaw telescope while this controlling 

computer will, in turn, be controlled by the commanding 

MicroVax located in the same observatory. This will 

allow us to learn to deal with the real hardware in a 

multiprocessing environment with simultaneous activities, 

timeouts, and interrupts, etc. (figure 1.3). 

In this stage, we will control the telescope instrument 

in Pittsburgh remotely with the commanding Microvax from 

Tucson. This will allow us to learn how to handle 

potential communication difficulties, emergencies, and 

make the hardware/software configuration as robust as 

possible (figure 1.4). It is possible, depending on 

future funding decisions, that stages 3 and 4 may utilize 

a half scale brassboard simulation of the ATF, rather 

than the Thaw telescope. 

In this final stage, we will automate the controlling 

process by replacing the human operator with a work 

schedule programmed for a given time period. This will 

answer questions we may encounter pertaining to 

artificial intelligence, in particular automated 

planning. It is this mode of operation that most 

closely resembles the type of operation that is foreseen 
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for the ATF instrument (figure 1.5). We shall learn from 

this testbed which controls, sensors, and safeguards need 

to be included in the design of the ATF instrument for 

remote operation. 

PITTSBURGH 
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Controlling 
PS/2 (ADA) 
• Telescope 

Figure 1.3 Local Control (with PS/2) 
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Figure 1.4 Remote Control (with PS/2) 
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This masters thesis covers stage (1) of the ATF 

testbed. That is, simulation of the Thaw telescope on a 

MicroVax workstation which is controlled by a local 

commanding workstation (another MicroVax). This commanding 

computer will be running a software system called the 

Operations and Science Instrument Support (OASIS) 

teleoperations package [11], which has been developed by 

LASP at the University of Colorado, and adapted by the 

University of Arizona for this project. 

The simulation of the Thaw telescope is written in 

Ada. This simulator emulates the functional operations of 

the Thaw telescope for real time operations. Controlling 

commands are sent from the commanding computer running OASIS 

to the Simulation MicroVax, where commands are scanned, 

parsed, interpreted, and executed. Simulated telemetry and 

scientific data are sent back from the Simulation MicroVax 

for processing and display. 

The resources required for this project include two 

MicroVax workstations and their supporting software, a DEC 

Ada compiler, and the OASIS software package. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ASTROMETRIC OBSERVATIONS 

An astrometric search for planetary masses 

accompanying nearby stars within the Milky Way Galaxy is an 

indirect method of planetary detection. The existence of 

planets can be determined by observing the course of motions 

of the target stars. The displacement of the target stars 

can be calculated from the weighted centroid of a group of 

nearby reference stars under observations over a period of 

several years. The primary purpose of the Thaw astrometric 

telescope is to conduct such astrometric observations. 

However, it has been found that "astrometric 'observation 

from above the earth's atmosphere of a statistically 

significant number of stars will be needed for a 

comprehensive search for extrasolar planetary systems. 

Astrometric measurements with a position precision of 10 

microarcseconds will allow the detection and study of 

planets with masses as low as 15 Earth mass at any star 

system within 10 parsec of Earth [13]." This can be 

achieved by the proposed ATF which is to be attached to the 

NASA Space Station. 

This chapter is intended to provide some background on 

astrometric observation to aid in understanding the 

teleoperation of an astrometric telescope. 
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2.1 The Thaw Telescope 

The Thaw telescope is equipped with a finder scope. 

It allows the viewing of the image received by the telescope 

without removing the MAP that is attached to the rear end of 

the telescope. The finder scope is used to locate the star 

field of interest (a group of reference stars around the 

target star) for observation. 

The telescope is also equipped with a guider scope. 

It is primarily used to center the target star. In 

addition, it is used to look at the defraction disk of the 

target star to determine the "seeing conditions" and the 

current "transparency" of the atmosphere. 

During observation, the telescope must follow the 

object on its path through the night sky. This means that 

the hour angle of the telescope needs to be constantly 

increased in synchronization with the sidereal time while 

the declination remains constant. The tracking and guidance 

control systems of the telescope provide for such purpose. 

2.2 The Thaw Measurement Instrument (MAP) 

The measurement instrument used by the THAW 

telescope is the MAP. It consists of a set of 12 fiber 

optic probes (photon multipliers) that are centered under a 

target star and a set of up to 11 reference stars. the 

photon multipliers add up (integrate) the photons received 

during a certain time period (0.1 sec), and thereby 
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determine the light intensity of the object under 

observation. 

It is the aim of this measurement to determine the 

position of the target star with respect to a centroid that 

is constructed from the sum of measurements of the positions 

of all reference stars. This is achieved with a so called 

ruler. The ruler consists of transparent material on which 

a large number (about 500) of straight non-transparent lines 

are drawn. Each line is about as thick as one star disk, 

and lines are separated from each other by a transparent 

region of the same size. The ruler is moved horizontally 

over the frame (star field). In one observation, each star 

passes through approximately 400 ruler lines. Thus, each 

photon multiplier produces approximately 400 periods of sine 

waves. The sine waves are recorded for post-analysis. The 

centroid is computed out of these sine waves of the 

reference stars, and the horizontal distance of the target 

star from the centroid is evaluated by computing the phase 

shift between the sine wave of the target star, and the sine 

wave of the centroid. The observation is repeated with 

the ruler rotated by 90 degrees in order to obtain the 

vertical distance of the target star from the centroid. 

By observing the same object over and over again 

during an extensive time period (several years), the 

difference between the resulting phases can be interpreted 

as the relative movement of the target star with respect to 
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the centroid of the reference stars. 

If the star has no planetary masses associated with 

it, we expect the star's movement to follow a straight line. 

However, if there are planets surrounding the star, the 

gravitational force will pull the star towards the gravity 

center of the planetary masses which follows a rather 

complicated path around the star. We thus expect the star 

to follow a somewhat tipsy sine wave around the straight 

line that describes the motion of the entire star system. 

Depending on the plane of the planetary motion, this can 

either be visible as a true sine wave, or show up as a 

difference in speed of the star motion along the straight 

line, or a combination of both. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BASIC DESIGN ISSUES 

To help visualize the structure of the simulation 

package, it can be viewed as composed of three major 

entities that run concurrently (concurrency is achieved by 

using the Ada multitasking capability), even though each of 

the three entities itself can be broken into subtasks. The 

order of operation of this simulation package is depicted in 

figure 3.1. 



COnnONDJECEIUER 

QUEUER DEPACKETIZER RECEIUER 1 QUEUER DEPACKETIZER RECEIUER 1 

• HAILBOX 

COnNAm_PROCESSO}i r 

SinULATOR 

RETRIEUER 

SCANNER 

PARSER 

INTERPRETER 

SinULATION 

DATA IRANSniTIER 

I  PACXETI2ER 

TRANSniTTER 

-//— OASIS 

OASIS 

Figure 3.1 Thaw Simulator/Conununication Package 
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The Command_Receiver monitors the communication line 

continuously. As soon as there is something on the line, 

this front-end task will take it, decompose (unpack) it into 

a form that task 2 (the simulator) understands, and put it 

into appropriate mailbox(es) waiting for execution. 

Meanwhile the Command_Processor checks the mailboxes 

constantly. If there are one or more commands in any of the 

mailboxes, these commands will be executed one at a time. 

The precedence of execution depends on the type of the 

commands. Priority commands are executed first, real-time 

commands come next. The Data_Transmitter retrieves data 

from the database of the simulator, packetizes them, and 

sends them out onto the communication link back to the 

commanding MicroVax. All three modules (tasks) run 

simultaneously once this simulation package in the 

simulation MicroVax is started. 
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The basic overall structure of the simulation model is; 

procedure SIMU is 

declarations ... 

— the following three separate compilation units 
— are the subtasks of the DATA_TRANSMITTER module 
— as depicted in figure 2.1 

task PACKETIZER; 
task body PACKETIZER is separate; 
task SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER; 
task body SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER is separate; 
task STATUS_DATA_HANDLER; 
task body STATUS_DATA_HANDLER is separate; 

task COMMAND_PROCESSOR; 
task body COMMAND_PROCESSOR is separate; 

task COMMAND_RECEIVER; 
task body COMMAND_RECEIVER is separate; 

task KEYBOARD; 
task body KEYBOARD is separate; 

begin 
null; 

end SIMU; 

The main procedure SIMU does not do anything except 

acts as a receptacle for all the tasks in the declaration 

part. (An Ada task itself cannot be compiled alone, it has 

to be included in a self-contained Ada unit such as a 

procedure or a package.) Once SIMU is started, all the 

tasks in its declaration part will be elaborated. As soon 

as SIMU gets to the 'begin' statement, every task starts 

execution. SIMU cannot come to an end until all tasks come 

to an end. An entry point called SHUTDOWN is added to every 

task to provide for task termination. When the Interpreter 

sees the command "DISCONNECT", it raises an exception which 
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will propagate back to the body of the Conunancl_Processor 

which holds the Interpreter. The exception handler of the 

Coitunand_Processor will then terminate all other tasks by 

making calls to their SHUTDOWN entry points, which causes 

each task to exit their loops, then the Command_Processor 

itself will terminate. This brings the program to an end. 

When a user wishes to issue commands from the 

commanding computer to command the simulator , he/she issues 

commands in an English like language called CSTOL [12] which 

is built into OASIS. These commands are translated to a 

machine-to-machine language which is designed specially for 

our testbed project [2]. It is then packetized according to 

the protocol defined in OASIS and sent as a frame, in ASCII 

codes to the receiving end — the MicroVax workstation that 

runs the simulator, through a RS232 serial link, and later 

through high speed modems and a phone line. In this early 

stage, OASIS is tailored for our particular application 

such that, as soon as a command is issued, it will be sent 

immediately through the communication link. This means that 

at the receiving end, incoming commands have to be put in a 

buffer for further processing if such commands cannot be 

processed by the simulator immediately. It is foreseen, 

however, that in a later stage buffering might take place at 

the commanding end for the purpose of automated planning of 

a work schedule, which would be uploaded to the ATF 

periodically. 
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Upon receiving the frame, this frame will be 

depacketized and commands are recovered in their ASCII form. 

A subprogram called "queuer" sorts the commands into 

priority commands, real_time commands, and time_tagged 

commands, and puts them into their corresponding mailboxes. 

It is the responsibility of the Command_Processor 

to take commands out of the mailboxes and process them. 

Priority commands will be handled first. The time-tagged 

commands are stored in time order. The time tag associated 

with the time-tagged command is checked against the system 

clock, if the time tag matches the system clock or is less 

than the system clock, this time-tagged command will be 

executed as soon as the priority mailbox is empty. The 

real-time commands are executed with the lowest priority. 

Commands are processed one at a time until all mailboxes are 

empty. 

Commands can also be entered from the local 

Simulation MicroVax's keyboard for the purpose of local 

hardware maintenance and problem solving when such needs 

arise. This is the function of the task Keyboard. Once it 

is started, it continuously monitors the local keyboard for 

inputs. It is currently assumed that commands are issued 

either from the commanding computer or from the local 

keyboard, but not from both simultaneously. So commands 

issued from the local keyboard will go directly to the 

Scanner and onward. However, it is planned that at a later 
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stage, a multi-user capability is made available such that 

commands issued by the local keyboard will be queued in the 

appropriate mailbox(es) just like any other commands that 

are issued by remote commanding computers. 

The Coramand_Processor includes a 'failure mode 

simulator'. Failure simulation is used for training 

purposes and also to aid in the design of a more robust 

remote control software. The failure mode simulation is 

accomplished by drawing a random number (uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 1) prior to command execution. 

This random number is then compared to a preset threshold 

which can be specified anytime after the simulation package 

is started. The default threshold is set at 1. Whenever 

the random number is above the threshold, a failure in the 

command execution is to occur (details in chapter 4), and 

the user must deal with this situation. 

Besides the failure mode simulator, the Command_ 

Processor also contains a Scanner, a Parser, an Interpreter, 

and the Thaw telescope simulation. The Scanner performs a 

lexical analysis on incoming commands, maps commands into 

Ada record type objects, and passes these record objects to 

the parser for syntactic analysis. The Parser then codes 

these record objects into single numeric codes and passes 

them to the Interpreter. The Interpreter takes these codes 

and executes them by calling the appropriate time-dependent 

activity routines of the telescope simulation. 
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The Status_Data_Handler and the Scientific_Data_ 

Handler take the appropriate returning data from the 

simulation and package them into data packets. These data 

packets are then packetized in CCSDS [4] standard format in 

the subprogram "Packetizer". Packets are sent back to the 

commanding computer (OASIS) by the subprogram "Transmitter" 

(calling DECnet software) for processing and display. The 

Scientific_ Data_Handler and the Status_Data_Handler are 

written as two separate tasks so that the user can request 

both types of data to be sent back simultaneously. For 

instance, while the Scientific_Data_Handler is at work in 

sending data packets every so and so many seconds, the 

Status_Data_ Handler can also be sending out data packets 

concurrently. Whichever data packet gets to the Packetizer 

first gets sent out first. If more than one process calls 

the Packetizer at the same time, only one will beat out the 

others and gets the attention of the Packetizer, the rest 

will be put in a queue on a first come first serve basis. 

This queue is a built-in construct, a courtesy of Ada 

multitasking. 

Each of the subprograms (tasks, procedures, etc.) 

within each of the three major entities, will be described in 

detail in the following chapters. The Scanner, Parser, 

Interpreter, and the Data Handlers are to be retained for 

use in the later stages of our testbed and also for some 

other telescience projects (e.g. the Remote Fluid Handling 
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(RFH) project currently underway simultaneously with our ATF 

project [9]). Therefore, in designing the simulator, each 

subprogram is written as independently and as generically as 

possible. Doing so also makes the software maintenance 

easier. Looking beyond stage 2 of our testbed (figures 1.3, 

1,4, 1.5), the Scanner, Parser, Interpreter, and the data 

Handlers will be migrated from the Simulation MicroVax to a 

PS/2 model 80 computer, while the telescope simulation will 

be replaced by the real Thaw telescope or by the brassboard 

ATF simulator. By subdividing the current software into 

self-contained modules, an easy transaction with minimal 

software modifications is ensured. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMMAND_RECEIVER 

The front_enci task Cominand_Receiver consists of three 

subprograms. They are the Receiver, the Depacketizer, and 

the Queuer. The Receiver receives incoming data directly 

from the commanding computer (a MicroVax) through a physical 

link. Data is then passed along to the Depacketizer which 

recovers the original command(s) sent by OASIS. The Queuer 

sorts the command(s) into different categories and puts them 

into their corresponding mailboxes. This task runs 

concurrently with the other tasks, namely the Command_ 

Processor task and the tasks in the Data_Transmitter entity, 

so commands are handled as soon as they come in from the 

line. The sole interface between the Command_Receiver task 

and the Command_Processor task is through the use of 

mailboxes as depicted in figure 2.1. The Queuer of the 

Command_Receiver puts commands into mailboxes, and the 

Receiver of the Command_Processor takes them out for 

execution. Since the implementation of the Receiver and the 

Depacketizer are not part of this MS thesis, only their 

functional operation will be discussed here (for details of 

the implementation see [1]). However, the implementation of 

the Queuer and the mailboxes will be described in detail, as 
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they form part of this MS thesis. 

The basic structure of the Command_Receiver is; 

separate (SIMU) 
task body COMMAND_RECEIVER is 

declaration ... 
begin 

loop 
RECEIVER; 
DEPACKETIZER; 
QUEUER; 

end loop 
end COMMAND_RECEIVER; 

4.1. RECEIVER 

The Receiver is basically a DECnet software package 

which enables Digital's VMS operating system (on our two 

MicroVax GPX Workstations) to connect together (networking) 

by physical links for the purpose of exchanging data and 

sharing resources. In our case, it performs task-to-task 

communication with the OASIS software package that resides 

in the Commanding MicroVax. It also provides for error 

detection, correction and data transmission synchronization. 

The inputs and outputs of the Receiver are to and from the 

RS232 link and to and from the Depacketizer. 

4.2. DEPACKETIZER 

The incoming data are packaged in accordance with 

the CCSDS recommendation [4]. We shall call such packets 

CCSDS packets. CCSDS, Consultative Committee For Space Data 

Systems, is an organization officially established by the 

management of seven member space Agencies to investigate and 
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establish a common recommendation for the implementation of 

standard data systems. 

The CCSDS Depacketizer checks the correctness of 

incoming CCSDS packet headers and removes the headers. 

(For details on the data packet structure, refer to [4].) 

If a packet header does not pass the check, this packet 

will be ignored and a retransmission will be requested. 

Otherwise, it will be sent to the Queuer. 

4.3. OUEUER 

A packet contains one or more commands. The Queuer 

takes a packet output from the Depacketizer and decomposes 

it into a set of single commands each along with their 

command type indicator byte, if the packet contains more 

than one command. The Queuer looks at this byte to decide 

whether the command is a priority, time-tagged, or real-time 

command and then puts it in the appropriate mailbox by 

issuing a statement like 

MAILB0X_1.ENQUEUE (COMMAND) 

which will be explained below. 

4.4 Implementation of Mailboxes 

As mentioned before, there are three different kinds 

of commands; priority commands, real-time commands, and 

time-tagged commands. Although time-tagged commands are not 

used at this stage, they will be needed in stage 5 of the 

project. The implementation of the mailbox algorithm 
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provides for good flexibility for changes and works 

independently of the types of commands used. It is also 

foreseen that different levels of priority commands will be 

needed for more general purpose applications. With this in 

mind, a generic type mailbox template is created such that 

mailboxes for messages of varying size and type can be 

instantiated (created). The visible part of this generic 

mailbox template looks like; 

generic type COMMAND is private; 
size : in NATURAL ;= 30; 

package MAILBOX is 
procedure ENQUEUE (COM; in COMMAND); 
procedure DEQUEUE (COM; out COMMAND); 

end mailbox; 

By declaring 

package M_1 is new MAILBOX (line,20); 

a new mailbox is created that has 20 slots and can handle 

commands of data type 'line'. 

By use of this template, commands can be deposited 

(procedure ENQUEUE) and removed (procedure DEQUEUE) in and 

out of the mailbox. 
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The structure of the package body of the generic 

template is: 

package body MAILBOX is 

task POSTMAN is 
entry DEPOSIT (COM: in COMMAND); 
entry REMOVE (COM; out COMMAND); 

end POSTMAN; 

procedure ENQUEUE(COM: in COMMAND); 
begin 

POSTMAN.ENQUEUE(COM); 
end ENQUEUE; 

procedure DEQUEUE(COM: out COMMAND); 
begin 

POSTMAN.DEQUEUE(COM); 
end DEQUEUE; 

task body POSTMAN is 
loop 

select 
when mailbox not full => 
accept DEPOSIT(COM: COMMAND) do 

end DEPOSIT; 
or 

when mailbox not empty => 
accept REMOVE (COM: COMMAND) do 

• • • • • 
end REMOVE; 

end loop 
end POSTMAN; 

After a mailbox is created by instantiation, this mailbox 

can be used by the subprogram Queuer in the Command_Receiver 

and the Retriever in Command_Processor by importing the 

mailbox using the Ada 'with' clause (e.g. 'with M_1'). 

To insert or retrieve a command from the mailbox 

M_l, the following statements are used: 

M_1.ENQUEUE (command); 

M_1.DEQUEUE (command); 
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The task POSTMAN is hidden in the body of the package 

mailbox. In this case, the visible part does not export 

entries, but ordinary procedures. Therefore the user is not 

aware of the synchronization and the task communication 

defined by the POSTMAN. If we did not use the two 

procedures ENQUEUE and DEQUEUE, the package MAILBOX would 

have functioned the same, but we would have to write 

M_1.POSTMAN.DEPOSIT (command); 

M_1.POSTMAN.REMOVE (command); 

In the MAILBOX package, POSTMAN is written as a task with 

guards, and the FIFO (first in first out) algorithm is used 

in structuring the queue. In addition, the mailbox template 

is implemented in such a way that no race conditions arise. 

A race condition arises when two concurrent processes 

operate on the same mailbox slot in overlapping time 

intervals. A final remark; because Ada does not allow 

generic tasks, the task POSTMAN has to be embedded in a 

package MAILBOX. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COMMAND PROCESSOR 

The Command Processor consists of the Retriever, 

the Scanner, the Parser, the Interpreter, and the telescope 

simulation. The basic structure of the program is: 

separate (SIMU) 
task body COMMAND_PROCESSOR is 

declaration ... 
task KEYBOARD; 

begin 
loop 

RETRIEVER 
Retrieves commands from mailboxes; 

ERROR_ANALYSIS 
Determines type of errors to occur; 

SCANNER 
Encodes commands into record objects; 

PARSER 
Encodes record objects to their final form; 

INTERPRETER 
Calls appropriate procedures in the 
Telescope Simulation; 

end loop; 
EXCEPTION HANDLER 
end COMMAND_PROCESSOR; 

Commands are retrieved out of the mailboxes by the 

procedure "RETRIEVER" one at a time for execution. The 

Retriever first looks at the priority command queue, then at 

the time-tagged command queue [which is always empty because 

time-tagged commands are not used at this stage], and then 

at the real-time command queue. Every command has a certain 

format (a complete list of commands can be found in Appendix 

D). Valid commands will go through the Scanner, the Parser, 
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the Interpreter, and the telescope simulation to trigger 

some time-dependent activities. Otherwise, an Error Flag is 

raised and error messages are issued either to the local CRT 

which will be the simulation MicroVax monitor or back to the 

commanding computer, depending on where the command came 

from. Then the Command_Processor loops back for another 

command. 

5.1 Failure Simulation 

Before execution of any command, a random number is 

drawn which is compared to a preset threshold. This 

threshold can be set and reset to any value between 0.00 and 

1.00 during the simulation process by issuing the command: 

SET THRESHOLD = <value> 

The threshold defaults to 1.00 if none is specified, which 

means all commands are to be executed in a normal manner. 

In case the random number is above the threshold, a second 

random number will be drawn to determine what type of error 

is to occur. There are three types of errors. Type 1 (EO) 

simulates the situation where the local controlling computer 

(LCC) detects an error (hardware problem) and proceeds by 

issuing an appropriate error message. Type 2 (E2) is meant 

to simulate the failure of acknowledging the receipt of a 

command or successful execution of a command by the LCC 

because of undetected problems in communication. Since 

OASIS currently has no provision to handle such kinds of 
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mode of operation when a type 2 error occurs, and the 

simulator goes on with the next command. Type 3 (E3) 

simulates faulty sensors in which an intrusive command is 

successfully executed but the sensor reports an incorrect 

reading when a show status ip requested. (Intrusive 

commands are commands that alter the state of the system. 

In our case, they all involve some sort of moving or 

switching of some mechanical parts. All commands in 

Appendix D are intrusive except the "SHOW" commands, which 

are the non-intrusive commands.) 

The basic structure of the Error_Analysis procedure is: 

procedure ERROR_ANALYSIS is 
declarations ... 

begin 
If Random Number X > Threshold then 

If Random Number Y < 1/3 then 
ERROR_FLAG := El; 

elsif Y < 2/3 then 
ERROR_FLAG := E2; 

else 
ERROR_FLAG ;= E3; 

end if; 
else 
ERROR_FLAG ;= EO; 

end if; 
end ERROR_ANALYSIS; 

The command is normally executed when the Error_Flag is EO. 

When the Error_Flag is El, an error message is initiated in 

the Interpreter. when the Error_Flag is E2, the command is 

dropped and control returns to the top of the loop. Finally, 

when the Error_Flag is E3, an erroneous action is initiated 

in the Status Data Handler. 
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5.2 Retriever 

The Retriever retrieves commands from the mailboxes. 

It looks at the priority mailbox first. Only when the 

priority mailbox is empty will it look at the time-tagged 

command mailbox where commands are stored in time order. 

The Retriever looks at the real-time mailbox last. The 

basic structure of the Retriever is: 

with MAILBOXES; 
procedure RETRIEVER (COMMAND: out string) 
begin 

if Priority_Mailbox not empty then 
Priority_Mailbox.DEQUEUE(COM); 

elsif Time_Tagged_Mailbox not empty and 
Time-Tag =< system clock then 
Time_Tagged_Mailbox.DEQUEUE(COM); 

elsif Real_Time_Mailbox not empty then 
Real_Time_Mailbox.DEQUEUE(COM) 

end if; 
end RETRIEVER; 

5.3 Scanner 

A command is delivered to the Scanner as a character 

string. All commands start with a word (the command key), 

optionally followed by another word (a parameter name), 

optionally followed by an equal sign which is followed by 

yet another word or a value. Using a BNF (Backus-Naur form) 

notation, the general command syntax can be specified as: 

command = command_key [parameter_name 
[' = ' (name I value)] ] 

Examples of some correct commands are: 

DISCONNECT 
SHOW LIGHT 
SET LIGHT = ON 
SLEW DEC = 120.25 ! in degrees 
SLEW RA = 12 34 50 ! in time units 
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If a coiranand does not agree with such a format, an error 

flag is raised and an error message is issued. 

For a valid command, the Scanner scans through the 

command following the basic command pattern as described 

above. It converts the command_key, the parameter_name, and 

the name of the command into numeric codes by calling the 

function "CODING". If the character string following the 

equal sign is a numeric value such as '120.23' or '-5', or a 

time value which looks like '12 20 30' (at this moment, 

OASIS is not capable of sending a time value in its standard 

form as 12:20:30), the function "NUM_CONV" is used to 

convert numeric character strings into integer or real 

objects, and time values into integer objects in hours, 

minutes, and seconds, then concatenates them into a single 

record object: 

type TIME is record 
HOUR : integer range 0..24; 
MINUTE i integer range 0..60; 
SECOND : integer range 0..60; 

end record; 

All the conversions are then stored in a record type object: 

type C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE1 is record 
WORD_I : integer 
WORD_II : integer 
JOB : ITEM 
PARAMETERl : TIME 
PARAMETER2 : LIMIT 
PARAMETERS : integer 
USER : boolean 

end record 

WORD_I stores the code of the command_key, WORD_II stores 

the code of the parameter_name if there is one. If the 
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command is a single word command (e.g. DISCONNECT), the 

integer 999 is stored in WORD_II to signify the end of the 

command. Otherwise, the component JOB is used to indicate 

the type of the command to the preceding procedure Parser, 

so it can act accordingly. JOB is declared as an object of 

type ITEM which is an enumeration type; 

ITEM = ('EOL' I 'IS_ANGLE' | IS_TIME' j 'IS_WORD'). 

EOL denotes the command is a 'two-word' command such as 

CALIBRATE DEC 
SHOW LIGHT 

IS_ANGLE denotes the value after the optional equal sign (=) 

is a fixed point type value such as degrees 

SLEW DEC = 123.25 

where the value in degree is stored in the PARAMETER2 which 

is a fixed point type (LIMIT). 

IS_TIME denotes a time unit value such as 

SLEW HA = 12 34 50 

where the time value is stored in PARAMETERl. 

IS_WORD denotes that it is a name following the equal sign 

such as 

SET LIGHT = ON 

where the name code for 'ON' is stored in PARAMETER3. 

PARAMETER3 is also used to stored integer values such as 

from the commands 

STEP DEC = 5 
GUIDE HA = -7 

USER is used, in this stage, to indicate whether the command 
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is issued from the local keyboard (true) or from the remote 

commanding computer (false). 

The Scanner is called by either the Retriever or the 

Keyboard task by; 

SCANNER (COMMAND: string; 
C0MMAND_R1: COMMAND_RECORD_TYPE1) 

A flow diagram of the Scanner is provided in figure 5.3. 

The figure is self explanatory. 
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Figure 5.3 Scanner Flow Diagram 
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5.3.1 Function Coding 

The Coding function is used by the Scanner to 

generate numeric codes for command words as mentioned 

before. The specification of Coding is; 

function CODING (V: string) return integer 

It takes a character string V from the Scanner and converts 

it into a numeric code. The characters that the function 

Coding recognizes are all letters, all digits and a few 

special characters. An integer value 99 is returned if 

Coding sees any character that it does not recognize. 

Each of the 'valid' characters is assigned an 

integer value (e.g. A,B, ,Z obtain values of 1,2,....,26 

respectively). The integer values of the first three 

characters of a character string (a command word), and the 

sum of the values of the rest of the string modulo 100 (sum 

MOD 100) are concatenated to form a single numeric code. 

e.g. For the command word 'GUIDE', the coding scheme 

is as follows: 

G = 7, U = 21, I = 9, D = 4, E = 5, 

so we have the concatenation of 7, 21, 9, and the sum of 4 

and 5. The final numeric code hence will be 72199. 



5.3.2 Function NUM CONV 

The function NUM_CONV is used by the Scanner to 

convert numeric characters following the equal sign of the 

command into integer values. The specification of this 

function is: 

function NUM_CONV (V: string) return integer 

Like Coding, NUM_CONV takes a string and converts it into 

its corresponding value. The characters in the string are 

guaranteed to be all digits. Otherwise, the Scanner will 

call Coding instead. The conversion process uses the 

equations 

COUNT = COUNT - 1 

VALUE = VALUE + INT * 10**COUNT 

repeatedly until the last character of the string has been 

processed. Variable COUNT contains initially the number of 

characters (digits) in the string, INT contains the 

numerical value of the digit, and VALUE of course, contains 

the evaluated integer value upon return. 
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Figure 5.4 Parser Flow Diagram 
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5.4 Parser 

After the Scanner has coded the command into numeric 

codes which are stored in a record object Command of type 

Command_Record_Typel, this record object is passed to the 

Parser in which the syntactic analysis is performed. 

PARSER (COMMAND: C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE1; 
F : in out C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2) 

If it is a valid command, the command word codes of COMMAND 

will then be re-coded into a single command code and stored 

in another record object F of type C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2 for 

further processing. F is composed of 

type C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2 is record 
CODE integer 
FJOB ITEM 
PARI TIME 
PAR2 LIMIT 
PAR 3 integer 
USER boolean 

end record 

where CODE is the single command code. The rest of the 

record object components assume the same function as those 

in the record object of the Scanner. 

The Parser uses a table look-up scheme. All the 

defined command words are pre-coded using the algorithm in 

the Coding function, and are stored in a package called 

WORD_CODE. The Parser takes the actual parameter (the 

record object COMMAND), goes through the table matching the 

word codes of the record object COMMAND. An error message 

will be issued if any word code cannot be found in this 

table. Also an error flag is raised, which causes a jump 



back to the top of the loop looking for another command. 

The basic structure of the program looks like: 

procedure PARSER (COMMAND; in I_COMMAND; F; in out 
F_COMMAND) is 

declarations 
begin 

if COMMAND.WORD_I = SOMETHING then 
F.CODE ;= SOME_NUMERIC_CODE 

end if; 
if COMMAND.WORD_II = 999 then 

return; 
elsif COMMAND.WORD_II = SOMETHING then 

F.CODE := F.CODE + SOME_NUMERIC_CODE 
end if; 
if COMMAND.JOB = EOL then 

return; 
else 

if COMMAND.PARAMETR3 = SOME_NUMERIC_CODE; 
F.CODE := F.CODE + SOME_NUMERIC_CODE; 

end if; 
end if; 

end PARSER; 

A self explanatory flow diagram is provided in figure 5.4, 

in which A, B, and C are codes assigned to each of the 

command words manually for recoding the command word codes 

into a single command code. For example, for the command 

SET LIGHT = ON 

SET is assigned the code 220000000, LIGHT is 300000, and ON 

is assigned 190 (see Appendix A for a complete list of 

assigned codes). So we have a single code 

CODE = 220000000 + 300000 + 190 = 220300190 

Note that the above codes (assigned codes) are different 

from those generated in the Scanner (by the Coding function) 

and are used in the Parser's look-up table (WORD_CODE). The 

codes stored in the Parser's look-up table are used to 
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perforin syntactical analysis by the Parser whereas the 

assigned codes are used to form a single command code. 

Unfortunately, the currently employed coding scheme is not 

very flexible in the sense that one has to add or assign 

codes manually if there is need for a new set of commands. 

Nevertheless, it defines a set of systematic codes which the 

Interpreter can conveniently work with. Like the WORD_CODE 

table, a complete set of command codes are pre-coded and 

stored in a package named COMMAND_CODE. This will be used 

by the Interpreter as a look-up table. 

I conniiio CODE / 

'/ (lOOK-lff TAItE) I 

Figure 5.5 Interpreter Flow Diagram 
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5.5 Interpreter 

The Interpreter takes the actual parameter F from 

the Parser and matches it with its formal parameter F; 

INTERPRETER (F; in out C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2) 

The Interpreter then searches through the COMMAND_CODE table 

in ascending order trying to match the command code F.CODE. 

If no match is found, an error message is issued and an 

error flag is raised which causes a jump back to the top of 

the loop in order to process the next command. When a 

match is found, the appropriate procedure(s) in the 

telescope simulation is(are) called. The scheme is 

depicted in figure 5.5. 

Before executing any of the intrusive commands, a 

safety check is performed to assure execution' of such a 

command will not result in any kind of damage. For example, 

turning the dome light on is not allowed when the probes are 

under operational power. This is to prevent the highly 

sensitive photon-multipliers of the probes from damage. 

Another example is that there exist forbidden zones into 

which the telescope cannot slew, as doing so will either 

cause the telescope to bump into things such as the pier or 

will damage the optical system (e.g. slewing through the 

full moon while the probes are under operational power). 

Therefore, a safety checklist has to be followed for every 

intrusive command before the command is executed. 
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5.6 Adding New Commands 

To add a new command to the existing set of 

commands, it is necessary to generate new word and command 

codes for this command and store them in the look-up tables. 

All this is currently done manually. It is advisable to 

automate this process for obvious reasons. It is planned 

that the same program (except for the telescope simulation) 

be used in the RFH project [9], and potentially also in some 

future projects. Certainly, at least one new set of 

commands has to be generated somehow. It is then 

advantageous to automate the code generation process, that 

is, to have a program generating the word and command codes. 

This will result in a more reliable and more easily 

maintainable simulator. 

To add a new command, at this moment, the following 

steps are required to be done manually: 

1. Generate new word codes for the new command by passing 

the command_key, the parameter_name, and the name (the 

word after the equal sign) of the new command to the 

Coding function one at a time (refer to 4.3.1). In the 

future, we could automate this procedure by including the 

function CODING in a code generating program without any 

modification to CODING itself. 

2. Enter the new codes into the look-up table, package 

WORD CODE. 
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3. Generate a single command code for the new command. This 

is done by assigning a code to each of the command words 

of the new command (refer to the example in 4.4). The 

codes are chosen based on the alphabetical order of the 

command words. The single command code is formed by 

summing the assigned codes together. This algorithm is 

not flexible in the sense that, in order to generate new 

command codes, the existing codes have to be known in 

order to choose the new codes. However, the final 

command code generated by this algorithm is systematic 

and easy to work with. In the future, a better algorithm 

would be to directly use the word codes generated by the 

CODING function (e.g. such as through concatenation or 

summation of the codes). However, it is not straight 

forward to design a scheme that will guarantee 

unambiguous command codes to be generated. Also, some 

commands might generate excessively large integer codes 

that exceed the available integer range. 

4. Enter the new command code in the COMMAND_CODE table. 

5. Modify the Interpreter to include a mechanism to handle 

the new command. 

6. Write procedure(s) in the telescope simulation to execute 

the new command. 

Steps 1 to 4 could be included in a code generating program 

to automate the process. 
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5.7 Real-Time Discrete-Event Telescope Simulation 

The Thaw telescope simulation consists of procedures 

to handle each of the existing commands (see Appendix D for 

a complete set of commands). Each of the procedures 

simulates some time-dependent activities of the Thaw 

telescope. (See [2] for a detailed description of remote 

operation of the Thaw telescope.) All these procedures are 

grouped into a package named SET_SHOW. This package is 

imported into the Interpreter using the Ada 'with' clause. 

The basic operation of the simulation is for the 

Interpreter to call one or more of the procedures for each 

intrusive command. Procedures that simulate some toggle or 

movement activities such as "SET LIGHT = ON" or "SLEW HA = 

START" are executed in a delay-mode (which will be 

explained in later sections). Non-intrusive commands do not 

require any simulation at all, instead, data from the 

database of the simulator is extracted and sent back to the 

host. An example of a nonintrusive command is "SHOW LIGHT", 

which reports back the light status (ON or OFF). 

5.7.1 Package GLOBAL VARIABLE 

This is the database of the simulator. All the data 

type objects are stored in here. Putting all the global 

variables in a package allows easy access to the database by 

simply including a 'with' and 'use' clause in any of the 

procedures or tasks. For example, the Interpreter uses the 
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database to perforin safety checks; procedures in the 

SET_SHOW package use the database for examining and/or 

modifying the involved variables; and the Data_Transmitter 

uses this database for retrieving needed data to send them 

back to the host. 

5.7.2 Random Number Generator 

When the user wishes to conduct a failure 

simulation, he/she will have to activate the Random Number 

Generator and set the threshold by entering: 

SET RANDOM = X 

SET THRESHOLD = Y 

where X is any number between 1 and 9999 (the seed number of 

the random number generator), and Y is a floating point 

number in the range of 0.00 to 1.00. 

The command SET RANDOM = X will generate a 61-bit and a 31-

bit array (seeds). By performing repeated exclusive OR 

operations on some of the bits in the two arrays and by 

shifting the arrays, a 31-bit random number is generated 

(refer to references 6 and 10 for some random number 

generator algorithms). This 31-bit random number array is 

then converted to an integer and divided by 2**31 to obtain 

a uniformly distributed floating point random number 

between 0.00 and 1.00. The seeds are defaulted to zero 

which means that a "random number" of 0.00 is generated 

every time the random number generator is called. In 

addition, the threshold is initialized to 1.00 so that the 
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random number is by default always below the threshold. 

Therefore we have a 100% error free simulation if we do not 

set both the seeds and the threshold values. 

5.7.3 Wait Function 

The Wait function is called by time-dependent 

procedures with an actual parameter of type 'duration' to 

denote a time constant. The specification of the Wait 

function is: 

function WAIT (TC: DURATION) 

This function suspends the calling procedure for the 

duration indicated by the actual parameter, which associates 

with or matches the 'formal' parameter TC. The suspension 

simulates the time it takes for any mechanical motion of the 

telescope from one position to another. 

5.7.4 Package SET SHOW 

This package contains all the procedures that 

perform intrusive operations on the telescope. All the 

"SET", "GUIDE", "SLEW", and "STEP", along with a few other 

commands are handled by these procedures. Two procedures 

that involve non-intrusive operations (i.e. retrieval of 

information from the telescope database) are also included 

in this package. They are the "CHECK OBSERVATION" and 

"CHECK STORAGE" commands. The "DISPLAY" commands that deal 

with scientific data are handled separately and will be 

discussed in chapter 5. Since the command language is a 
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strawman design, and since the Thaw telescope yet needs to 

be updated for remote operation, some of the functions and 

constraints foreseen for remote telescope operation are 

still under investigation. Therefore, it is not possible to 

implement procedures to handle every command at this stage. 

However, procedures for commands that have not yet been 

implemented are left with empty modules within the structure 

of the simulator so that an easy implementation at a later 

stage is assured (refer to [2] for the function of each of 

the commands), and an appropriate message is returned 

whenever one of these functions is activated. Brief 

descriptions of the procedures implemented in the SET_SHOW 

package are presented in the following. There are two major 

types of procedures. One simply toggles a parameter value 

between 'ON' and 'OFF' (e.g. procedures that handle 

commands of the "SET SOMETHING = ON/OFF"). This is 

implemented by calling the WAIT function for a short delay, 

and by updating the variables involved in the database; 

control is then returned to the calling task. The other 

type basically involves some kind of continuous motion (e.g. 

"SLEW HA = 56.5 ), which is simulated by placing the WAIT 

function and the updating of the database in a loop 

(discrete time simulation) until the desired position is 

reached. 

1. STARTUP 

The telescope equipment must be set up for an observation 
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scenario before the actual observation begins (see 

"observation" p.28 of [2]). This procedure perforins a 

final check on the preparedness of the telescope 

equipment by checking the status of certain items in the 

simulator database. Any item that is not properly 

prepared for observation will be reported. This 

procedure has no parameters. 

SHUTDOWN 

This procedure is similar to (1) above. It performs a 

final check before closing the observatory and reports 

any problems found (see Shut-Down procedure on p. 35 of 

[2]). As in (1) above, this procedure has no 

parameters. 

UD_AMPDISC (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This is an ON and OFF type procedure. It switches ON or 

OFF the amplifier/discriminator power. ON_OFF is an 

enumeration type with values ON and OFF. UD is the 

abbreviation for update. 

UD_ANGLE_OR_TIME (L; in out ANGLE_TIME) 

The unit for right ascension and hour angle can be 

expressed in either degrees or time units. The user can 

specify what kind of units he/she desires for display 

purposes. Angle_Tirae is an enumeration type with the 

possible values "ANGLE" and "TIME". 

UD_CLUTCH (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This is an ON_OFF type procedure for releasing and 
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engaging the magnetic clutch of the telescope. 

6. UD_COUNTING (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This ON_OFF procedure switches the power to the photon 

multipliers on or off. 

7. UD_COVERS (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This procedure puts all eight covers of the telescope 

equipment on or off. 

8. UD_DEC (L: in out TELE_STATE; F: in out F_COMMAND) 

All commands related to operating the declination of the 

telescope are grouped in this single procedure, including 

switching on/off the power to the telescope and engaging/ 

disengaging the declination clamp. In addition, 

slewing, guiding, and stepping motions are also 

incorporated in this procedure. The desired slewing 

angle is compared to the current declination angle. The 

simulated declination movement is 10 degrees at a time. 

If the required movement is less than 10 degrees, the 

angle is updated in a single movement. The guiding and 

stepping motions use units (F.PAR3) instead of degrees. 

One unit of guiding motion corresponds to 0.1 degree, 

and one unit of stepping motion corresponds to 0.01 

degree. Unlike the slewing motion which is done with a 

slewing motor, the guiding and stepping motion is 

controlled by the declination screw which has a motion 

constraint of +/- 2 degrees from the center of the screw. 
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The basic structure of this procedure is: 

procedure UD_DEC (L; ... F: ...) 
begin 

when L = P_ON/P_OFF, wait then update 
power status 

when L = ON/OFF, wait then update 
dec clamp status 

when L = ACTIONHOME | START, 
(if HOME, P.PAR2=0; if START, 
P.PAR2=30.0; 
ACTION means P.PAR2 is user specified) 
move (increment/decrement) and update 
dec angle loop 

when L = STEP, move then update dec angle 
and dec screw 

when L = GUIDE, move then update dec angle 
and dec screw 

end UD_DEC 

UD_DOME (L: in out DOME_STATE; F: in out F_COMMAND) 

All the DOME commands are handled in this procedure. The 

basic structure of this procedure is; 

procedure UD_DOME (L: ...; F: ...) 
begin 

when L = ON I OFF, wait then update power status 
when L = OPENjSTART, 

(F.PAR2=20.0 if OPEN; F.PAR2=300.0 if 
START) 
move then update dome position 

when L = ACTION (user specified value) 
move then update every intermediate dome, 
position 

end UD_DOME 

The moving mechanism is the same as in UD_DEC except here 

the increment/decrement is smaller (5 degrees), and the 

movement is such that it always takes the shortest 

distance to get to the desired position. 

UD_FLOOR (L: in out FLOOR_STATE; F: in out F_COMMAND) 

All the floor commands are handled in this procedure. 
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The basic structure of this procedure is: 

procedure UD_FLOOR (L: F; ...) 
begin 

when L = C_ON|C_OFF, turn finder camera 
on/off 

when L = P_ONjP_OFF, turn floor power on/off 
when L = DOWN[ACTION, 

(F.PAR2=0 if DOWN; ACTION -> user 
specified) 
move the floor between 0 and 10, and 
update intermediate floor position 

end UD_FLOOR 

UD_FOCUS (L; in out FLOOR_STATE; 
F: in out C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2) 

This procedure handles all the commands related to 

focusing the guider camera such as turning the focus-

power and focus-motor on/off, and the focus setting 

which goes from 0 to 10. The basic structure is 

procedure UD_FL00R (L; ...; F: ...) 
begin 

when L = M_0N|M_0FF, turn focus motor on/off 
when L = P_ON|P_OFF, turn focus power on/off 
when L = ACTION, 

(ACTION -> use specified) 
adjust the focus between 0 and 10, and 
update intermediate value. 

end UD_FOCUS; 

UD_GUIDER (L; in out GUIDE_STATE) 

This procedure handles all the commands related to the 

operation of the guider tracking control system. It 

turns on/off the guider-camera, the guider-motor power, 

and the guider-motor. It also releases and sets the 

guider-clamp. 

The basic structure of this procedure is : 
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procedure UD_GUIDER (L: ...) 
begin 

when L = CA_ONICA_OFF, turn camera on/off 
when L = CL_ONICL_OFF, release/set clamp 
when L = M_0N|M_0FF, turn motor on/off 
when L = P_ON|P_OFF, turn motor power on/off 
update status 

end UD_GUIDER 

13. UD_LIGHT (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This is to turn off or on all the light sources inside 

the observatory, especially the flood light. 

14. UD_MAP (L: in out ON_OFF) 

A simple on/off routine to turn the measurement 

instrument (MAP) on and off. 

15. UD_MEDUSA (L; in out MEDUSA_STATE) 

This is one of the empty modules mentioned before. It 

only has the mechanism to take care of turning the 

medusa power on and off. The rest has to be filled in 

at a later stage when we know more about the medusa. 

16. UD_PROBES (L; in out NE_SW) 

This procedure orients all twelve photo-multiplier 

probes to the specified direction, either Northeast or 

Southwest. It has the same mechanism as an ON/OFF 

procedure. 

17. UD_PROBE (N; integer; L: in out NE_SW) 

N is any number from 1 to 12 corresponding to the twelve 

photon multipliers. This procedure orients one of the 

twelve probes to the desired direction. 
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. UD_RA. (L; in out TELE_STATE; F: in out F:COMMAND) 

This procedure handles all movements of the telescope 

involving the right ascension and the hour angle. There 

are four subroutines packaged in the declaration part of 

this procedure UD_RA so that the UD_RA body can use 

these subroutines just by naming them. This keeps the 

body cleaner and easier to follow. They are: 

FLIP, which flips the telescope to the opposite side 

through the zenith; 

INCREASE (A : in out LIMIT_360; DT: in out LIMIT_360), 

which moves the right ascension or the hour angle in the 

positive direction. Parameter A is the current angle 

and parameter DT is the difference between the current 

and desired angles. 

DECREASE (A: in out LIMIT_360; DT; in out LIMIT_360), 

which moves the right ascension in the negative 

direction. 

SHOW_ANGLE_OR_TIME, which is responsible for sending the 

updated information back to the host in either degrees 

or time units according to the flag set by the procedure 

UD_ANGLE_OR_TIME. 

For the sake of simplicity, the UD_RA procedure does 

everything in degrees even in the case when both the 

input parameter and the output are to be specified in 

time units. This is made possible by having access 

(using a 'with' clause) to the package 
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ANGLE_TIME_FUNCTION which converts time units into 

degrees, and vice-versa. Another package that this 

procedure has access to is the HA_RA_FUNCTIONS which 

allows UD_RA to update both the right ascension and the 

hour angle when moving the telescope. (These two 

auxiliary packages will be discussed in more detail 

later.) The basic operation of the telescope in this 

procedure is such that whenever the required movement in 

right ascension or hour angle is more than 90 degrees, 

the telescope will have to be flipped over and then 

moved to the desired position. This prevents the cables 

connecting the telescope and the electronic equipment 

from being sheared off. 

The basic structure of the procedure is: 

with ANGLE_TIME_FUNCTIONS, HA_RA_FUNCTIONS; 
procedure UD_RA (L; in out TELE_STATE; 

F; in out C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2) 
— subroutines; 
FLIP 
INCREASE (A: in out LIMIT_360; 

DT: in out LIMIT_360 
DECREASE (A; in out LIMIT_360; 

DT: in out LIMIT_360) 
S HOW_ANGLE_OR_TIME 

begin 
when L = ON I OFF, release or set RA-clamp 

and update status 
when L = ACTION|HOME|START, 

(F.PAR2=0 if HOME; F.PAR2=60.0 if START) 
move the telescope in RA or HA by using 
the subroutines FLIP, INCREASE, DECREASE 
declared in the declaration part 
accordingly. 
update every moves in both RA and HA by 
calling subroutine SHOW_ANGLE_OR_TIME 

end US RA 
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19. UD_CAMERAS (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This procedure turns the two room cameras on or off. 

20. UD_CAMERA (N; integer; L: in out ON_OFF) 

This procedure turns one of the two cameras on or off. 

N is either 1 or 2. 

21. UD_RULING (L; in out RULING_STATE) 

Everything that commands the ruler is grouped into this 

procedure. Commands include turning the power to the 

ruler on and off, start ruling in "AWAY" and "TOWARDS" 

direction, and translational as well as rotational 

movements. Translation of the ruler goes from 0 to 400 

(AWAY) or 400 to 0 (TOWARD) to denote the 400 sine-wave 

periods. Ruling is done in either X or Y directions. 

Ruling rotates to 0 or 180 degrees for X and 90 or 270 

for Y. The ruling rotates back to 0 in reverse 

direction when one revolution is completed. 

The basic structure of the procedure is: 

procedure UD_RULING (L; ...) 
begin 

when L = ON'OFF, turn on/off ruling power 
update status 

when L = X|Y, rotate ruling to desired 
direction, rotate back to 0 when 
one resolution is completed 
update direction 

when L = AWAY, start ruling in positive 
direction, update every intermediate 
step 

when L = TOWARDS, start ruling in reverse 
direction, update every intermediate 
step 

when L = HOME, go back to 0, update process 
end UD RULING 
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22. UD_SHUTTER (L: in out SHUTTER_STATE) 

This procedure turns the power to the shutter of the 

dome on and off, and opens and closes the shutter. The 

basic structure of the procedure is: 

procedure UD_SHUTTER (L; ...) 
begin 

when L = ON'OFF, turns power on/off and 
update power status 

when L = OPEN|CLOSE, opens or closes shutter 
update shutter status 

end UD_SHUTTER 

23. UD_SCREW 

This parameterless procedure resets the declination 

screw and the right ascension screw to their centers. 

This is done by calling the wait procedure and then 

update their status. The duration depends on how far 

the screws are from the centers. 

24. UD_SUPPLIES (L: in out ON_OFF) 

This procedure turns on and off the four voltage supply 

units for the photon multipliers probes (one unit 

operates three probes.) 

25. UD_TRACK (L; in out TRACK_STATE) 

This procedure activates and deactivates the tracking 

control which tracks or follows the target during an 

observation. The basic structure of this procedure is: 

procedure UD_TRACK (L: ...) 
begin 

when L = M_0N|M_0FF, turns track-motor on/off 
update status 

when L = P_0N|P_0FF, turns power to the 
track-motor on/off, update status 

end UD TRACK 
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26. UD_VOLTAGES (L: in out VOLTAGE_STATE; 
F: in out C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2) 

This procedure is responsible for setting all four 

voltage supply units to the specified voltage level. 

The basic structure of the procedure is; 

procedure UD_VOLTAGES (L; ...; F: .. . ) 
begin 

when L = IDLE, set all four units to 
700.0 volts, update all units 

when L = POWER, set all four units to 
1700.0 volts, update all units 

when L = ACTION, set all four units to 
user specified value, update all units 

end UD_VOLTAGES 

27. UD_VOLTAGE (N: integer; L; in out VOLTAGE_STATE; 
F; in out C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2) 

This procedure works on individual voltage supply 

units. N takes on values from 1 to 4 indicating which 

unit is to be set. 

5.7.5 Package ANGLE TIME FUNCTIONS 

There are three function subprograms in this 

package. In order to use these functions, a 'with' clause is 

needed to import this package. The functions are 

1. function ANGLE_TO_TIME (A; LIMIT_360) return TIME 

This function takes an angle value A from 0.00 to 360.00 

(degrees) and converts it to TIME units in hours, 

minutes, and seconds (one hour equals 15 degrees). 

2. function TIME_TO_ANGLE (T; TIME) return LIMIT_360 

This function converses TIME units to degrees. 
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3. function SIDEREAL_TIME return TIME 

This function returns the current sidereal time (see 

Appendix F for calculations of sidereal time). 

5.7.6 Package HA RA FUNCTIONS 

Two functions are contained in this package. A 

'with' clause is needed for using these functions. This 

package imports the package ANGLE_TIME_FUNCTIONS to use its 

function SIDEREAL_TIME for the conversion of hour angle to 

right ascension, or the reverse. The relation between hour 

angle and right ascension is governed by the equation; 

RIGHT ASCENSION = SIDEREAL TIME - HOUR ANGLE 

1. function HA_TO_RA (HA: TIME) return TIME 

This function takes the hour angle (HA) and converts it 

to right ascension (RA). 

2. function RA_TO_HA (RA: LIMIT_360) return LIMIT_360 

This function takes the right ascension (RA) and converts 

it to hour angle (HA). 

Note that the choice of which units to use in the 

conversion (time or angle) is somewhat arbitrary. We chose 

the one unit that was more frequently needed in the code 

which happened to be time units for the HA to RA 

conversion, and angular units for the reverse operation. 

5.8 Messages 

The program operates with two kinds of messages. 

One is in textual format used for direct display on the 
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local monitor (Simulation MicroVax at this moment). For 

example, if the command "SHOW LIGHT" is issued from the 

local keyboard and this command is successfully executed, 

the message "LIGHT IS ON" will be displayed on the local 

monitor. In another example, say we are performing a 

Failure Simulation, we have the threshold set at 0.5 (i.e. 

only half of the time a command will be successfully 

executed), and the random number turns out above the 

threshold. Then a second random number is drawn which 

happens to be less than 1/3. This means that we have a 

typel error (El). In this case the error flag is set and an 

error message "PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ALL LIGHTS ON" is 

issued on the local monitor. The other kind of error 

message is a coded one. Because OASIS is unable to handle 

incoming textual data packets, we cannot send the same type 

of message as those that we sent to the local monitor. 

Instead, we send out a single binary bit within a data 

packet to denote that all light are successfully turned on 

or off (refer to Appendix E for the meaning of each bit of a 

specific data packet item). In our Failure Simulation case, 

the code "59" is sent to indicate there are difficulties in 

switching all the lights on. This code will be received by 

OASIS and decoded by using an error-code table. (The 

error_code table used by this application is given in 

Appendix B.) 
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This wraps up our discussion of the simulator. In 

the next chapter, we will describe routines that access the 

simulator database to retrieve data such as telemetry data, 

scientific data, as well as message-codes. Also, we will 

discuss how these data are packaged and sent to the host. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DATA_TRANSMITTER 

This entity consists of four major parts. They are 

the Status_Data_Handler, the Scientific_Data_Handler, the 

Packetizer (refer to the program structure of the procedure 

SIMU in chapter 2), and the Transmitter which is embedded in 

the Packetizer. The Status_Data_Handler retrieves data from 

the Simulator database and displays them on the screen of 

the local simulation MicroVax in textual form. It also 

packages such data in a packet and sends it back to the 

commanding MicroVax through the Packetizer and the 

Transmitter. The Status Data Handler is a single task in 

itself with six entry points. The Scientific_Data_Handler 

is composed of five different tasks that handle all the 

Display commands. Each has its own responsibility of 

collecting some scientific data and packaging such data for 

delivery back to the commanding MicroVax. These tasks are 

the Finder_Pack, Guider_Pack, Guider_Bitmap_Pack, 

Rcamera_Bitmap_Pack, and Ruling_Pack task. Because tasks 

cannot exist by themselves, the Scientific_Data_Handler acts 

as a holder for these tasks. The implementation of the 

Packetizer and the Transmitter are not part of this MS 

Thesis, therefore only their functional operation will be 
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discussed here. (For details, see [1].) For the sake of 

continuity, we saved until now to introduce the 

specifications for both data handlers which should be 

included in the declaration part of the main procedure SIMU 

in chapter 2. Let's rewrite the Data_Transmitter entity in 

the declaration part of procedure SIMU below: 

procedure SIMU is 
• ••••• 
task PACKETIZER; 
task body PACKETIZER is separate; 
task SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER is 

entry DO_FINDER; 
entry DO_GUIDER; 
entry DO_GUIDER_BITMAP; 
entry DO_RCAMERA_BITMAP; 
entry DO_RULING; 

end SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER; 
task body SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER is separate; 
task STATUS_DATA_HANDLER is 

entry ALL_STATUS_DATA; 
entry CHECK; 
entry CLOCK; 
entry MAP; 
entry OBSERVATORY; 
entry TELESCOPE; 

end STATUS_DATA_HANDLER; 
task body STATUS_DATA_HANDLER is separate; 

The reason why tasks are used instead of simple sequential 

procedures is that this grants the flexibility of sending 

[upon request] more than one type of data at any one time. 

For instance, we are able to issue a SHOW command while the 

Scientific_Data_Handler is sending guider-scope data (data 

packets may be interspersed). In contrast, sequential 

programming can only take care of one command after the 

other. Since there is only one 9600 baud communication link 
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connected to the Transmitter which is in turn called by the 

Packetizer, we certainly do not want every task to have 

access to the Packetizer simultaneously. By writing the 

Packetizer as a task guarantees that only one calling task 

has access to the Packetizer (and Transmitter) at any one 

time by making a rendezvous with the Packetizer task. If 

more than one task attempts to get access to the Packetizer 

aimultaneously, all but one will have to wait in a fii'U 

queue (an Ada internal construct for tasking) until the 

Packetizer finishes the rendezvous with the first task. 

Eventually, every request will be taken care of. 

6.1 Status Data Handler 

There are six different types of telemetry packets 

that the Status_Data_Handler is able to send back to the 

host. In the Status_Data_Handler specification on p. 68, 

each entry represents one data packet. The All_Status_data 

lumps all the other telemetry data packets together 

(general telemetry option) except the CHECK data packet. 

(For a list of the data items in each of the telemetries, 

see Appendix E.) When the general telemetry display is on 

(i.e. command "DISPLAY TELEMETRY = ON" has been issued), 

data items are being sent once every 5 seconds (an arbitrary 

number) regardless of what the other tasks and subprograms 

are doing. This will not stop until the telemetry is turned 

off (i.e. "DISPLAY TELEMETRY = OFF). Only when the general 
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telemetry is off can the transmission of other telemetry 

packets be selected. They are Observatory telemetry, 

Telescope telemetry, Map telemetry, and Clock telemetry. 

The basic structure of this task is: 

task body STATUS_DATA_HANDLER is 
declarations 

begin 
loop 

select 
accept ALL_STATUS_DATA; 
if TELEMETRY = OFF then 

send one set of general telemetry 
end if; 
while TELEMETRY = ON loop 

form data general telemetry 
packet, 
send to PACKETIZER and 
to TRANSMITTER every 5 seconds, 

end loop; 
or 

or 

or 

accept OBSERVATORY; 
form data packet, 
send to PACKETIZER arid to 
TRANSMITTER 

accept TELESCOPE; 
• • • • • 

• • • • 

end select; 
end loop; 

end STATUS_DATA_HANDLER; 

For example, if the command "SHOW LIGHT" is issued, the 

Interpreter will make a task call to the Status_Data_Handler 

STATUS_DATA_HANDLER.OBSERVATORY 

If no other calls are waiting in the task queue, a 

rendezvous is made, the Interpreter breaks away from the 

Status_Data_Handler right after the accept statement and 

resumes its own business while the task executes the 
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statements after the accept statement. In this telemetry, 

all data items about the observatory such as light status, 

dome status, dome temperature, etc. are sent as a packet. 

But at OASIS, only the requested item is shiown, in this case 

the light status. All other data items will however be 

stored in the OASIS latest-data tables. The reason for 

lumping data items in a packet rather than sending exactly 

the one item requested has to do with the capabilities of 

OASIS. Doing so (lumping data items) reduces the number of 

data tables for telemetry items that have to be set up in 

OASIS (refer to chapters 4 and 6 of [11]). Specific data 

items are always placed in specific locations in a packet (a 

stream of binary bits). Data items that are integer or 

decimal numbers are converted to ASCII codes while status 

data like ON and OFF are represented as 1 and 0 in the data 

stream. On the other hand, if the command is issued from 

the local keyboard, a textual form of the requested data 

item is displayed onto the local CRT by calling the 

subprogram SHOW_STATUS which is a simple l/O procedure that 

prints for instance, 

LIGHT IS ON 
DOME IS OPEN 

onto the screen. 
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6.2 Scientific Data Handler 

This procedure acts as a holder for the five tasks 

as mentioned before. The basic structure of the handler is; 

task body SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER is 
declaration ... 

task FINDER_PACK is 
entry DO; 

end FINDER_PACK; 
task body FINDER_PACK is 

task GUIDER_rACK la 
entry DO; 

end GUIDER_PACK; 
task body GUIDER_PACK is 

task GUIDER_BITMAP_PACK is 
entry DO; 

end GUIDER_BITMAP_PACK; 
task body GUIDER_BITMAP_PACK is 

task RCAMERA_BITMAP_PACK is 
entry DO; 

end RCAMERA_BITMAP_PACK; 
task body RCAMERA_BITMAP_PACK is 

task RULING_PACK is 
entry DO; 

end RULING_PACK; 
task body RULING_PACK is 

• • • • • 
begin 

loop 
select 

accept DO_FINDER do 
FINDER_PACK.DO; 

end DO_FINDER; 
or 

accept DO_GUIDER do 
GUIDER_PACK.DO 

end DO_GUIDER; 
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or 
accept DO_GUIDER_BITMAP do 

GUIDER_BITMAP_PACK.DO 
end DO_GUIDER_BITMAP; 

or 
accept DO_RCAMERA_BITMAP do 

RCAMERA_BITMAP_PACK.DO 
end DO_RCAMERA_BITMAP; 

or 
accept DO_RULING do 

RULING_PACK; 
end DO_RULING; 

else 
if FINISHED then 

exit; 
end if; 

end select; 
end loop; 

end SCIENTIFIC_DATA_HANDLER; 

Since all task bodies are similar, only one basic body 

structure will be presented below to avoid redundancy. 

task body FINDER_PACK is 
declaration ... 

begin 
loop 

select 
accept DO; 
while FINDER loop 
form data packet, 
PACKETIZER.SPACK_1 (P) 
delay N; 

end loop; 
else 

if FINISHED then 
exit; 

end if; 
end select; 

end loop; 
end FINDER_DATA; 

Since real scientific data is not available at this moment, 

fake data is used in the simulator to form the data packets 

for testing purposes. 
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6.3 Packetizer 

This is the reverse operation of the Depacketizer in 

the Cominancl_Receiver. The Packetizer creates a CCSDS packet 

header for the data packet coming from the 

Status_Data_Handler and sends it to the Transmitter. This 

separate task and the Transmitter in 5.3 are not original 

work of this MS thesis and are therefore not described here 

in greater detail (for details see reference 2). To 

activate the Packetizer, use the statement below where N = 1 

to 6: 

PACKETIZER.SPACK_N (data-packet) 

6.4 Transmitter 

This DECnet software takes the packet from the 

Packetizer, tags a header and tailer on to the packet for 

error correction and detection purposes, and then sends it 

out onto the RS232 link en route to OASIS. 

This completes the discussion on the software 

package residing in the local MicroVax. The rest of the 

chapters pertain to some simple examples, and a discussion 

of possible refinements and future developments of this 

software package. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EXAMPLES 

In this chapter, we will present two simple examples 

to illustrate how our simulation package works. The first 

example involves the command "SET LIGHT = ON". This command 

arrives at the Receiver in the simulation MicroVax and the 

frame looks like 

DECnet CCSDS Command(s) DECnet 
Header Headers Trailer 

The Receiver strips the DECnet header and trailer (assuming 

they are correct, otherwise the packet will be'ignored and 

request will be made for retransmission), and sends it to 

the Depacketizer where the CCSDS primary and secondary 

headers are removed. Now the original command "SET LIGHT = 

ON" is recovered. It is then put into the mailbox. If the 

Leleacupe biiiiuldLiun ia nuL buay, Llie ReLiltJVtJi. will 

extract this command from the mailbox (assuming this command 

is the top command in the mailbox) and sends it to the 

Scanner, Parser, and Interpreter. Two record objects are 

generated as described in the preceding chapters. (Refer to 

example 1 in figure 7.1.) 
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Now the Interpreter goes through a precheck 

procedure to make sure the probes are not under operational 

power before it calls the subroutine UD_LIGHT with the 

parameter ON from the package SET_SHOW. In the case where 

any of the probes is under operational power, a message 

will be sent to notify the user. This subroutine waits for 

5 seconds and then updates the variable LIGHT_POWER in the 

database GLOBAL_VARIABLE to ON. If the telemetry is on (by 

issuing the command "DISPLAY TELEMETRY = ON"), LIGHT_POWER 

will be one of the items in the telemetry packet being sent 

back periodically. The frame has the same format as the 

previous one except that the command field is replaced by 

telemetry data. If the telemetry is off, the command "SHOW 

LIGHT" can be issued to get a 'one shot' data packet back. 

The next example requires more work on the part of 

the simulation. The command is "SLEW HA = 135.75. Record 

objects are generated in the same manner as in the previous 

example. The Interpreter performs a check to make sure that 

the telescope power is on, the RA clamp is off, and looks up 

the avoidance zone table to prevent slewing the telescope 

into forbidden zones. If the command passes the precheck 

procedure, the Interpreter calls the subroutine UD_RA with 

the parameter ACTION which indicates to this subroutine 

that this requires a slewing action, and with the record 

object F of type C0MMAND_REC0RD_TYPE2 having the desired 

value 135.75 in it. Assume the current position of the 
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telescope is at 0 hour angle (HA) and 30.0 degree 

declination (starting position). Since a movement of more 

than 90 degrees is required, the subroutine UD_RA will first 

flip the telescope over through the zenith to avoid shearing 

the cables. This is done by 5 degree increments in 

declination. Each increment requires 5 seconds and the 

variable DEC_ANGLE in the database is constantly being 

updated. Meanwhile, if the telemetry is on, updated 

information is being sent back to the host periodically. At 

the moment the telescope slews through the zenith, the hour 

angle HA_ANGLE is updated to 180.0 degree and the 

declination angle (DEC_ANGLE) is being decremented for every 

5 degrees moved until it gets back to 30.0 degrees 

declination. (Note that not only DEC_ANGLE and HA_ANGLE are 

being updated in degrees, the variables HA_TIME which is a 

time unit representation of hour angle is also being 

updated by executing a degree to time conversion. At the 

same time, the right ascension is also being updated by 

performing an hour angle to right ascension conversion, both 

in degrees and in time unit (RA_ANGLE and RA_TIME).) Now 

the telescope will slew in hour angle towards the 135.75 

degrees by decrementing 10 degrees at a time and updating 

its position until it gets to 140.0 degrees. It will than 

slew the rest of the 4.25 degrees. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FUTURE WORK 

The idea of testbedding is to build a prototype 

model first, then expand and refine such a model and try to 

learn as much as possible from it until a robust model is 

obtained. Our testbed is no different from any others. We 

first came up with a simple model, the Thaw telescope 

simulator, and shall add necessary features as we go along. 

Our goal is that when we reach the final stage of the 

project, we will have gained enough knowledge about 

automated remote control that we will be able tcp contribute 

significantly to the design of the remote operation of the 

ATF instrument aboard NASA's Space Station. 

In this early stage of our testbed design, new ideas 

are generated often, ideas that necessitate modifications in 

the design. Therefore, this thesis presents a somewhat 

transitory state-of-the-art description of a constantly 

evolving project. Yet, this is what testbedding is all 

about. Refer to figure 8.1 for the following discussion on 

some possible refinements in our design in the near future. 
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8.1 Multi-Users 

Ultimately, we foresee a multi-user setting in 

teleoperation of many Space Station experiments, most likely 

located at different remote sites. In such a setting, the 

data flow creates problems that need to be addressed. Let 

us assume that the ATF will someday be operated in this 

mode. We cannot let every user who wants to operate the 

ATF do so at will, as this would generate a chaotic 

interference among the various users. 

A priority assignment is suggested in which every 

user is assigned a priority level. In order to intrusively 

use the ATF, users will have to request the "Key" from the 

system. The Key is always assigned to the user with the 

highest priority level among those who made a request. The 

user who currently holds the Key has to relinquish the right 

to use the ATF when a user with a higher priority makes a 

Key request. (This creates another question, what should be 

done with the remaining commands in the mailboxes that 

belong to the user who has just been cut off? We have to 

give more thought to this issue.) Now the Key holder 

becomes the active user of the ATF while the others remain 

passive, that is, the Non-Key holders can only watch the ATF 

(request data from the ATF), but cannot command the ATF (the 

non-key holders are limited to a non-intrusive usage of the 

instrument). We feel that the local keyboard (at the Space 

Station) should be assigned the highest priority. The 
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primary function of this local keyboard is to facilitate 

repair and maintenance work. The Key assignment job can be 

handled by software scheduling (refer to the scheduler in 

figure 8.1). When a Key request is made, this request is 

put into a mailbox like other commands. Eventually, the 

request will reach the scheduler through the Interpreter. 

An acceptance or refusal reply will be issued back to the 

user from the scheduler. All commands from either key 

holder or non-key holders will have to go through the 

Queuer. Commands other than SHOW and DISPLAY are filtered 

out if sent by non-key holders. The multi-user operational 

mode cannot currently be testbedded since both of our 

MicroVaxes are already utilized by the current mode of 

operation. However in the near future, we plan to test our 

simulator remotely by requesting our co-workers at the 

University of Colorado (LASP) to remotely control our 

telescope simulator from Boulder. In that case, our own 

OASIS workstation will be freed, and could eventually be 

utilized in a multi-user testbed environment. 

8.2 Priority Mailbox and Interrupt 

At this moment, there is no way of stopping the 

telescope simulation while a task is in progress (except by 

pulling the power cord). This could be dangerous when an 

emergency arises. A direct interrupt capability should be 

implemented as soon as possible. Such an interrupt should 
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go directly to the simulation from the Queuer bypassing the 

queuing process and the Interpreter. 

At this stage, priority commands and time-tagged 

commands have not been implemented (OASIS is not tailored to 

do so at the moment). However, a set of priority commands 

should be developed, possibly with several levels of 

priority to be more general. Both priority and time-tagged 

mailboxes can easily be added by instantiating the existing 

generic mailbox template. 

Assume the simulation is currently busy executing a 

command to simulate a slewing motion of the Thaw telescope. 

If now a user issues a SHOW LIGHT command, there is no 

reason for this command to wait until after the slewing 

simulation is completed as in our current model. 

Modifications could be made to change the Interpreter and 

the telescope simulation from sequential procedures to Ada 

tasks such that when a intrusive command comes in, the 

Interpreter will command the telescope simulation to 

simulate some functional operation by making a rendezvous 

with the telescope simulation task. The Interpreter then 

breaks away after the rendezvous while the simulation starts 

executing. In the meantime, the Retriever can look into the 

SHOW and DISPLAY command mailbox, and pass these commands to 

the Interpreter if there are any. The Interpreter then 

calls the Telemetry or Scientific Data Handler to process 

such non-intrusive commands. 
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8.3 Status Data Handler 

It has been mentioned in chapter 5 that there are 

six different types of telemetry. Each type groups together 

more information than is needed by a single SHOW command. 

Mechanisms should be included in the Status_Data_Handler 

such that if there are more than one SHOW command in the 

mailbox, these commands are sorted into their respective 

types. Only one telemetry packet for each type of telemetry 

data needs to be sent instead of sending duplicated 

telemetry packet for every SHOW command that are of the same 

type. 

8.4 Communication Issues 

Since we foresee more than one user, the issue of 

how to send the data packets back to the users is another 

problem to be addressed. Broadcasting the data packets is 

one simple solution. Alternatively, we could also send data 

packets with address(es) tagged on to them. Concerning the 

communication security problem, broadcasting with data 

encryption seems to be the right answer. On the other hand, 

there is no absolute security if we have a communication 

network. Stealing data is as easy as prying into the 

communication line. The open question really is whether we 

should be concerned with data security problems at all. 
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8.5 Conclusion 

In this last chapter, some open questions have been 

addressed, and some possible solutions have been suggested. 

These solutions are by no means the only feasible ones. 

There exist alternatives that we can choose from. 

Frequently, a particular solution may be dictated by 

circumstances which are not necessarily of a scientific or 

engineering nature. Testbedding will allow us to 

understand the consequences of such decisions early on in 

the design cycle. 



APPENDIX A 

COMMAND WORD CODES 

COMMAND WORDS CODES 

CALIBRATE 100,000 000 
CHECK 110,000 000 
DISCONNECT 130,000 000 
DISPLAY 140,000 000 
FIND 160,000 000 
GUIDE 1?0,000 000 
GUIDEl 171,000 000 
GUIDE2 172,000 000 
GUIDE3 173,000 000 
GUIDE4 174,000 000 
GUIDES 175,000 000 
GUIDES 176,000 000 
GUIDE? 177,000 000 
GUIDES 178,000 000 
GUIDE9 179,000 000 
GUIDEIO 180,000 000 
GUIDEll 181,000 000 
GUIDE12 182,000 000 
SET 220,000 000 
SHOW 230,000 000 
SLEW 240,000 000 
STEP 250,000 000 
AMPDISC 100 000 
CLUTCH 110 000 
CONNECTION l i s  000 
COUNTING 120 000 
COVERS 130 000 
COVERl 131 000 
C0VER2 132 000 
COVER3 133 000 
C0VER4 134 000 
COVERS 13S 000 
COVERS 136 000 
COVER? 137 000 
COVERS 138 000 
DEC 140 000 
DECCLAMP ISO 000 
DECSCREW ISS 000 
DOME 160 000 
DOMEPOWER 165 000 
DOOR 170 000 
FCAMERA 180 000 
FINDER 190 000 
FLOOR 200 000 



FLOORPOWER 205 000 
FOCUS 210 000 
FOCUSMOTOR 220 000 
FOCUSPOWER 230 000 
GCAMERA 240 000 
GCLAMP 250 000 
GUIDEMOTOR 260 000 
GUIDEPOWER 270 000 
GUIDER 280 000 
HA 290 000 
HOME 295 000 
LIGHT 300 000 
LTIME 320 000 
MAP 330 000 
MEDUSA 340 000 
OBSERVATION 380 000 
PRIORITY 385 000 
PROBES 390 000 
PROBE1 391 000 
PROBE2 392 000 
PROBE3 393 000 
PROBE4 394 000 
PROBES 395 000 
PR0BE6 396 000 
PROBE7 397 000 
PROBES 398 000 
PR0BE9 399 000 
PROBE10 400 000 
PROBE11 401 000 
PROBE12 402 000 
RA 410 000 
RACLAMP 420 000 
RANDOM 430 000 
RASCREW 440 000 
RCAMERAS 450 000 
RCAMERAl 451 000 
RCAMERA2 452 000 
RULING 470 000 
SCREWS 490 000 
SHUTTER 510 000 
STIME 535 000 
STOP 540 000 
STORAGE 550 000 
SUPPLIES 560 000 
SUPPLYl 561 000 
SUPPLY2 562 000 
SUPPLY3 563 000 
SUPPLY4 564 000 
TELEMETRY 570 000 
TELPOWER 580 000 
TEMPERATURES 590 000 



THRESHOLD 595,000 
TRACKMOTOR 600,000 
TRACKPOWER 610,000 
VOLTAGES 640,000 
VOLTAGE1 641,000 
V0LTAGE2 642,000 
VOLTAGE3 643,000 
VOLTAGE4 644,000 
WEATHER 660,000 
ZENITH 670,000 
ANGLE 100 
AWAY 110 
BITMAP 120 
CENTER 130 
CLOSE 140 
DOWN 145 
HOME 150 
IDLE 160 
NE 170 
OFF 180 
ON 190 
OPEN 200 
POWER 210 
START 220 
SW 230 
TOWARDS 250 
X 260 
Y 270 



7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
23 
24 
25 
2 6  
27 
2 8  
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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APPENDIX B 

ERROR CODES 

PROBLEM WITH CALIBRATING DECLINATION 
PROBLEM WITH CALIBRATING RIGHT ASCENSION 
PROBLEM WITH CHECKING CONNECTION 
PROBLEM WITH CHECKING OBSERVATION PREPAREDNESS 
PROBLEM WITH CHECKING STORAGE PREPAREDNESS 
PROBLEM WITH DISCONNECTING LINK TO OBSERVATORY 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING FINDER CAMERA REPORT SYSTEM 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING FINDER CAMERA REPORT SYSTEM 
PROBLEM WITH TRANSMITTING GUIDER BITMAP 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING GUIDER CAMERA REPORT SYSTEM 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING GUIDER CAMERA REPORT SYSTEM 
PROBLEM WITH TRANSMITTING ROOM CAMERA 1 BITMAP 
PROBLEM WITH TRANSMITTING ROOM CAMERA 2 BITMAP 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING RULING REPORT SYSTEM 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING RULING REPORT SYSTEM 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING TRANSMISSION OF TELEMETRY 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING TRANSMISSION OF TELEMETRY 
PROBLEM WITH FINDING ZENITH 
PROBLEM WITH GUIDING DECLINATION 
PROBLEM WITH GUIDING RIGHT ASCENSION 
PROBLEM WITH PLACING GUIDER ON PROBE 
PROBLEM WITH SETTING AMPLIFIER/DISCRIMINATOR OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SETTING AMPLIFIER/DISCRIMINATOR ON 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING MAGNETIC SAFETY CLUTCH 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING MAGNETIC SAFETY CLUTCH 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING PHOTON COUNTING POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING PHOTON COUNTING POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH REMOVING COVERS 
PROBLEM WITH PUTTING COVERS ON 
PROBLEM WITH RELEASING DECLINATION CLAMP 
PROBLEM WITH ENGAGING DECLINATION CLAMP 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING DOME POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING DOME POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH ROTATING DOME TO OPEN POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH ROTATING DOME TO START POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH ROTATING DOME TO SPECIFIED POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING FINDER CAMERA OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING FINDER CAMERA ON 
PROBLEM WITH MOVING FLOOR TO DOWN POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING FLOOR POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING FLOOR POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH MOVING FLOOR TO SPECIFIED LEVEL 
PROBLEM WITH SETTING FOCUS TO INDICATED VALUE 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING FOCUS TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING FOCUS TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING FOCUS MOTOR POWER OFF 



54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6 0  
6 1  
6 2  
63 
64 
65 
6 6  
67 
6 8  
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
8 1  
8 2  
83 
84 
85 
86  
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
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PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING FOCUS MOTOR POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING GUIDER CAMERA OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING GUIDER CAMERA ON 
PROBLEM WITH RELEASING GUIDER CLAMP 
PROBLEM WITH ENGAGING GUIDER CLAMP 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING GUIDER TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING GUIDER TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING GUIDER MOTOR POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING GUIDER MOTOR POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH REPORTING HOUR ANGLE IN DEGREE 
PROBLEM WITH REPORTING HOUR ANGLE IN TIME UNIT 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ALL LIGHTS OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ALL LIGHTS ON 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING POWER TO MAP OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING POWER TO MAP ON 
PROBLEM WITH RETRACTING PROBES HOME 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING POWER TO MEDUSA OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING POWER TO MEDUSA ON 
PROBLEM WITH POSITIONING PROBES TO INDICATED OBJECT 
PROBLEM WITH ORIENTING SPECIFIED PROBE TO NORTHEAST 
PROBLEM WITH ORIENTING SPECIFIED PROBE TO SOUTHWEST 
PROBLEM WITH REPORTING RIGHT ASCENSION IN DEGREES 
PROBLEM WITH REPORTING RIGHT ASCENSION IN TIME UNIT 
PROBLEM WITH RELEASING RIGHT ASCENSION CLAMP 
PROBLEM WITH ENGAGING RIGHT ASCENSION CLAMP 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ROOM CAMERA 1 OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ROOM CAMERA 2 OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ROOM CAMERA 1 ON 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ROOM CAMERA 2 ON 
PROBLEM WITH STARTING RULING IN AWAY DIRECTION 
PROBLEM WITH MOVING RULING TO HOME POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING RULING POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING RULING POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH STARTING RULING IN TOWARDS DIRECTION 
PROBLEM WITH ROTATING RULING IN X-DIRECTION 
PROBLEM WITH ROTATING RULING IN Y-DIRECTION 
PROBLEM WITH CENTERING SCREWS 
PROBLEM WITH CLOSING SHUTTER 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING POWER TO SHUTTER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING POWER TO SHUTTER ON 
PROBLEM WITH OPENING SHUTTER 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ALL VOLTAGE SUPPLIES OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ALL VOLTAGE SUPPLIES ON 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING MAIN TELESCOPE POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING MAIN TELESCOPE POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH DISABLING TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH ENABLING TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING TRACKING SYSTEM POWER OFF 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING TRACKING SYSTEM POWER ON 
PROBLEM WITH SETTING TO IDLE VOLTAGE 
PROBLEM WITH SETTING TO OPERATION VOLTAGE 
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PROBLEM WITH SETTING TO SPECIFIED VOLTAGE LEVEL 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING AMPLIFIER/DISCRIMINATOR STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING SAFETY CLUTCH STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING PHOTON COUNTING STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING SPECIFIED COVER STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING ALL COVERS STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING DECLINATION ANGLE 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING DECLINATION CLAMP STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING DECLINATION SCREW POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING DOME POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING DOME DOOR STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING FINDER CAMERA STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING FLOOR POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING FOCUS VALUE 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING FOCUS TRACKING CONTROL STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING FOCUS POWER STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING GUIDER CAMERA STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING GUIDER CLAMP STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING GUIDER TRACKING CONTROL 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING GUIDER POWER STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING HOUR ANGLE 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING LIGHT STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING LOCAL TIME 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING MAP POWER STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING MEDUSA STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING ORIENTATION OF SPECIFIED PROBE 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING ORIENTATION OF ALL"PROBES 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING RIGHT ASCENSION 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING R.ASCENSION CLAMP STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING R.ASCENSION SCREW POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING SPECIFIED ROOM CAMERA STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING RULING STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING SHUTTER POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING SIDEREAL TIME 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING VOLTAGE SUPPLY STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING TELEMETRY 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING TELESCOPE POWER STATUS 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING TEMPERATURES 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING SPECIFIED POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
PROBLEM WITH SHOWING WEATHER CONDITION 
PROBLEM WITH SLEWING DECLINATION TO START 
PROBLEM WITH SLEWING TO INDICATED DEC-ANGLE 
PROBLEM WITH SLEWING HOUR ANGLE TO START 
PROBLEM WITH SLEWING TO INDICATED HOUR ANGLE 
PROBLEM WITH SLEWING TELESCOPE TO HOME POSITION 
PROBLEM WITH SLEWING TO INDICATED RIGHT ASCENSION 
PROBLEM WITH STEPPING DECLINATION 
PROBLEM WITH STEPPING RIGHT ASCENSION 
PROBLEM WITH ORIENTING PROBES TO NE 
PROBLEM WITH ORIENTING PROBES TO SW 
PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ROOM CAMERAS OFF 
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149 PROBLEM WITH SWITCHING ROOM CAMERAS ON 
150 PROBLEM WITH SHOWING ROOM CAMERAS STATUS 
151 PROBLEM WITH SHOWING POWER SUPPLIES STATUS 
152 PROBLEM WITH SHOWING TRACKING CONTROL STATUS 
153 PROBLEM WITH SHOWING TRACKING POWER STATUS 
154 PROBLEM WITH SHOWING ALL VOLTAGE LEVELS 
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APPENDIX C 

SAFETY CHECK LIST - MESSAGE CODES 

DEC ANGLE MUST BE GREATER THAN 30 DEGREES 
DECCLAMP SHOULD BE ON 
DOME SHOULD BE AT OPEN 
DOME POWER SHOULD BE OFF 
DOME POWER SHOULD BE ON 
FLOOR SHOULD BE DOWN 
FLOOR POWER SHOULD BE ON 
FINDER CAMERA SHOULD BE OFF 
FINDER CAMERA SHOULD BE ON 
FINDER POWER SHOULD BE OFF 
FOCUSMOTOR SHOULD BE OFF 
FOCUSPOWER SHOULD BE OFF 
FOCUSPOWER SHOULD BE ON 
GUIDER POWER SHOULD OFF 
GUIDER CAMERA SHOULD BE OFF 
GUIDER CAMERA SHOULD BE ON 
GUIDER CLAMP SHOULD BE ON 
GUIDER MOTOR SHOULD BE OFF 
GUIDER POWER SHOULD BE ON 
LIGHT SHOULD BE OFF 
LIGHT SHOULD BE ON 
MAP SHOULD BE OFF 
MAP SHOULD BE ON 
MEDUSA SHOULD BE HOME 
ROOM CAMERA 1 SHOULD BE OFF 
ROOM CAMERA 1 SHOULD BE ON 
ROOM CAMERA 2 SHOULD BE OFF 
ROOM CAMERA 2 SHOULD BE ON 
RULING POWER SHOULD BE ON 
SHUTTER SHOULD BE ON 
SUPPLIES SHOULD BE ON 
SCREWS TOO CLOSE TO LIMITS 
TELEMETRY SHOULD BE OFF 
TELPOWER SHOULD BE OFF 
TELPOWER SHOULD BE ON 
TELESCOPE SHOULD BE POINTING AT TARGET 
TRACKMOTOR SHOULD BE OFF 
TRACKMOTOR SHOULD BE ON 
TRACKPOWER SHOULD BE OFF 
TRACKPOWER SHOULD BE ON 
VOLTAGES MUST BE GREATER THAN 750 VOLTS 
VOLTAGES MUST BE LESS THAN 750 VOLTS 
VOLTAGES MUST BE AT IDLE 
RA-CLAMP SHOULD BE ON 
CONSTRAINT ERROR 
CANNOT COMMAND TELESCOPE WHILE TRACKING ON 



TRACKING CONTROL SHOULD BE ENABLED 
DECLINATION SHOULD BE AT PARKED POSITION 
FUNCTION NOT YET IMPLEMENTED 
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APPENDIX D 

TELECOMMANDS 

CALIBRATE DEC 
CALIBRATE RA 
CHECK CONNECTION 
CHECK OBSERVATION 
CHECK STORAGE 
DISCONNECT 
DISPLAY FINDER = OFF 
DISPLAY FINDER = ON 
DISPLAY GUIDER = BITMAP 
DISPLAY GUIDER = OFF 
DISPLAY GUIDER = ON 
DISPLAY PROBES = OFF 
DISPLAY PROBES = ON 
DISPLAY RCAMERA(<number>) 
DISPLAY RULING = OFF 
DISPLAY RULING = ON 
DISPLAY TELEMETRY = OFF 
DISPLAY TELEMETRY = ON 
FIND ZENITH 
GUIDE <number> 
GUIDE DEC = <number> 
GUIDE DEC = -<number> 
GUIDE RA = <number> 
GUIDE RA = -<number> 
GUIDE HA = <number> 
GUIDE HA = -<number> 
SET AMPDISC = OFF 
SET AMPDISC = ON 
SET CLUTCH = OFF 
SET CLUTCH = ON 
SET COUNTING = OFF 
SET COUNTING = ON 
SET COVERS = OFF 
SET COVERS = ON 
SET DECCLAMP = OFF 
SET DECCLAMP = ON 
SET DOME 
SET DOME 
SET DOME 
SET DOME 
SET DOME 

OFF 
ON 
OPEN 
START 
<angle> 

SET FCAMERA = OFF 
SET FCAMERA = ON 
SET FLOOR = DOWN 
SET FLOOR = OFF 
SET FLOOR = ON 

! number = 1 or 2 

! number 
! number 
! number 
! number 
! number 
! number 
! number 

+ve integer 
+ve integer 
+Ve integer 
1 to 12 
+ve integer 
+ve integer 
+ve integer 

! angle = 0.00 to 360.00 
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SET FLOOR = <position> 
SET FOCUS = <value> 
SET FOCUSMOTOR = OFF 
SET FOCUSMOTOR = ON 
SET FOCUSPOWER = OFF 
SET FOCUSPOWER = ON 
SET GCAMERA = OFF 
SET GCAMERA = ON 
SET GCLAMP = OFF 
SET GCLAMP = ON 
SET GUIDEMOTOR = OFF 
SET GUIDEMOTOR = ON 
SET GUIDEPOWER = OFF 
SET GUIDEPOWER = ON 
SET HA = ANGLE 
SET HA = TIME 
SET LIGHT = OFF 
SET LIGHT = ON 
SET MAP = OFF 
SET MAP = ON 
SET MEDUSA = HOME 
SET MEDUSA = OFF 
SET MEDUSA = ON 
SET PRIORITY 
SET PROBE(<number>) = OFF 
SET PROBE(<number>) = ON 
SET PROBES = NE 
SET PROBES = SW 
SET RA = ANGLE 
SET RA = TIME 
SET RACLAMP = OFF 
SET RACLAMP = ON 
SET RCAMERA(<number>) = OFF 
SET RCMAERA(<number>) = ON 

! position = 0.0 to 10.0 
! focus = 0.00 to 10.00 

! number = 1 to 12 
! number = 1 to 12 

SET RANDOM = <value> 
SET RULING = AWAY 
SET RULING = HOME 
SET RULING = OFF 
SET RULING = ON 
SET RULING = TOWARDS 
SET RULING = X 
SET RULING = Y 
SET SCREWS = CENTER 
SET SHUTTER = = CLOSE 
SET SHUTTER = : OFF 
SET SHUTTER = ̂ ON 
SET SHUTTER = ̂ OPEN 
SET SUPPLIES = OFF 
SET SUPPLIES = ON 
SET TELPOWER = OFF 
SET TELPOWER = ON 

! number = 1 or 2 
! number = 1 or 2 
! value = 0 to 1000 



SET THRESHOLD = <value> 
SET TRACKMOTOR = OFF 
SET TRACKMOTOR = ON 
SET TRACKPOWER = OFF 
SET TRACKPOWER = ON 
SET VOLTAGE(<number>) = IDLE 
SET VOLTAGE(<number>) = POWER 
SET VOLTAGE(<number>) = <value> 
SET VOLTAGES = <value> 
SHOW AMPDISC 
SHOW CLUTCH 
SHOW COUNTING 
SHOW COVER(<nuinber>) 
SHOW COVERS 
SHOW DEC 
SHOW DECCLAMP 
SHOW DECSCREW 
SHOW DOME 
SHOW DOOR 
SHOW FCAMERA 
SHOW FLOOR 
SHOW FOCUS 
SHOW FOCUSMOTOR 
SHOW FOCUSPOWER 
SHOW GCAMERA 
SHOW GCLAMP 
SHOW GUIDEMOTOR 
SHOW GUIDEPOWER 
SHOW HA 
SHOW LIGHT 
SHOW LTIME 
SHOW MAP 
SHOW MEDUSA 
SHOW PRIORITY 
SHOW PROBE(<number>) ! number = 1 to 12 
SHOW PROBES 
SHOW RA 
SHOW RACLAMP 
SHOW RASCREW 
SHOW RCAMERA(<number>) ! number = 1 or 2 
SHOW RCAMERAS 
SHOW RULING 
SHOW SHUTTER 
SHOW STIME 
SHOW SUPPLY(<number>) I number = 1 to 4 
SHOW SUPPLIES 
SHOW TELEMETRY 
SHOW TELPOWER 
SHOW TEMPERATURES 
SHOW TRACKMOTOR 
SHOW TRACKPOWER 

! value = 0.00 to 1 

I number = 1 to 4 
1 number = 1 to 4 
! number = 1 to 4 
1 value = 0 to 2000 

I number = 1 to 8 



SHOW VOLTAGE (<nuinber>) 
SHOW VOLTAGES 
SHOW WEATHER 
SLEW DEC = START 
SLEW DEC = <angle> 
SLEW HA = START 
SLEW HA = <angle> 
SLEW HA = <time> 
SLEW HOME 
SLEW RA = <angle> 
SLEW RA = <time> 
STEP DEC = <nuinber> 
STEP DEC = -<number> 
STEP HA = <number> 
STEP HA = -<number> 
STEP RA = <number> 
STEP RA = -<number> 
STEP /STOP 

97 

! number = 1 to 4 

! angle = 0.00 to 90.00 

! angle = 0.00 to 360.00 

! time = 00 00 00 to 
! 24 00 00 

1 • number = = +ve integer 
1 number = = +ve integer 
! number = = +ve integer 
I number = = +ve integer 
1 • number = = +ve integer 
1 number = +ve integer 
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APPENDIX E 

TELEMETRY DATA FIELD FOR CCSDS PACKET INPUTS 
TO CCSDS PACKETIZER TASK 

All ASCII character strings, whether they represent 
words or numbers and all binary numbers are placed in the 
data field in left to right order. This means that for 
numbers, the order is; most significant digit to least 
significant digit. For words, the order is: left most 
letter to right most letter. For packet definitions below 
that contain multiple commands, the whole packet is sent to 
the CCSDS packetizer to be transmitted if any one of the 
commando io rcccivcd. Data field oiac, dcatination 
application process I.D. and packet number will be passed to 
the CCSDS Packetizer by the calling procedure or task. Fill 
bits are used to complete each application data field. This 
is necessary because the CCSDS Packet Telemetry 
recommandation requires that each CCSDS Telemetry packet 
contains full bytes only. 

1. Check Packet 

Data Item Command # of Bits 

Connection Status CHECK CONNECTION 2 
[value: 2 - OK, 3 - not OK] 
Startup Preparedness CHECK OBSERVATION 
[value; 2 - OK, 3 - not OK, one bit for each check item] 
Closedown check CHECK STORAGE 
[value; 2 - OK, 3 - not OK, one bit for each check item] 
Note; total of 8 bits 

2. Clock Packet 

Data Item Command # of Bits 

Local Time SHOW LTIME 48 
[value: 00 00 00 to 24 00 00 as in hours, 
minutes, seconds, 6 ASCII characters] 
Sidereal Time SHOW STIME 48 
[value; 00 00 00 to 24 00 00 as in hours, 
minutes, seconds, 6 ASCII characters] 
Note: total of 96 bits 
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3. Observatory Sensor Packet 

Data Item Command # of bits 

Dome Status; 
Dome Power 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Dome angle position 
[value: 000.00 to 360.00, 
Dome Door Status 
[value; 0 - unlocked, 1 -
Light Sensor 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Room Camera Status: 
Room Camera(1) 
[value; 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Room Camera(2) 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Shutter Status; 
Shutter Power 
[value; 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Shutter Position 
[value; 0 - closed, 1 - open] 
Weather Indicators 
[value: 0 - bad, a - good] 
Floor Status: 
Floor Power 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Floor Position 
[value: 00.00 to 
Thermometers; 

SHOW DOME 

5 ASCII characters] 
SHOW DOOR 

locked] 
SHOW LIGHT 

SHOW RCAMERA(l) 

SHOW RCAMERA(2) 

SHOW SHUTTER 

1 

40 

SHOW WEATHER 

SHOW FLOOR 

10.00, 4 ASCII character 
SHOW TEMPERATURES 

Outside temperature (deg C) 
[value; 00.00 to 99.99, 4 ASCII characters] 
Floor temperature (deg C) 
[value; 00.00 to 99.00, 4 
Third balcony temperature 
[value; 00.00 to 99.99, 4 
Fill Bits 
Note: total of 184 bits 

ASCII characters] 
(deg C) 
ASCII characters] 

32 

32 

32 

32 

7 

4. Telescope Sensors Packet 

Data Item Command # of bits 

Dust Covers 
[value; one bit for each cover 
Individual Cover 
[value; 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Clutch Status 

SHOW COVERS 8 
as the following] 
SHOW COVER(1-8) 1 

SHOW CLUTCH 1 



[value: 0 - released, 1 - engaged] 
DEC Clamp 
[value: 0 - released, 1 -
Finder Camera Status 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Focus Tracking Status 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Focus Tracking Power 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Guider Camera Status 
[value: 0 -off, 1 - on] 
Guider Status 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Guider Tracking Status 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Guider Clamp Status 
[value: 0 - released, 1 -
RA Clamp 
[value: 0 - released, 1 -
Telescope Main Power 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Tracking Control Power 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Tracking Control 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Dec Angle 
[value; 000 00 00 to 360 00 00 as in degrees, 
minutes, seconds, 7 ASCII characters] 
DEC Screw SHOW DECSCREW 
[value: -100 to +100%, 4 ASCII characters] 
Focus Setting SHOW FOCUS 
[value: 00.00 to 10.00, 4 ASCII characters] 
Hour Angle(in Time & Degrees) SHOW HA 
[value: 00 00 00 to 24 00 00 as in hours, minutes, 
seconds, 6 ASCII characters] 
[value: 000 00 00 to 360 00 00 as in degrees, 
minutes, seconds, 7 ASCII characters] 
RA (in Time & Degrees) SHOW RA 
[value: 00 00 00 to 24 00 00 as in hours, minutes, 
seconds, 6 ASCII characters] 
[value; 000 00 00 to 360 00 00 as in degrees, 
minutes, seconds, 7 ASCII characters] 
RA Screw SHOW RASCREW 
[value; -100 to +100%, 4 ASCII characters] 
Fill Bits 
Note: total of 384 bits 

SHOW DECCLAMP 
engaged] 

SHOW FCAMERA 

SHOW FOCUSMOTOR 

SHOW FOCUSPOWR 

SHOW GCAMERA 

SHOW GUIDEPOWER 

SHOW GUIDEMOTOR 

SHOW GCLAMP 
engaged] 

SHOW RACLAMP 
engaged] 

SHOW TELPOWER 

SHOW TRACKPOWER 

SHOW TRACKMOTOR 

SHOW DEC 56 

32 

32 

104 

104 

32 

4 
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5. Map Sensor Packet 

Data Item Command # of bits 

Amplifier/Discriminator Status SHOW AMPDISC 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Photon Counting Power Status SHOW COUNTING 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Map Power Status SHOW MAP 
[value; 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Medusa Status: SHOW MEDUSA 
Medusa Power 
[value: 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Medusa Position 
[va1tip>s 0 - not honna, 1 - home] 
Star-name prepared for 128 
[value: 16-ASCII-character-star-name] 
Ruling Status: SHOW RULING 
Ruling Power 1 
[value; 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Ruling Rotation 40 
[value: 000.00 to 400.00, 5 ASCII characters] 
Ruling translation 40 
[value: 000.00 to 360.00, 5 ASCII characters] 
Supply Status SHOW SUPPLY(l-4) 1*(4) 
[value: 1 bit each, 0 - off, 1 - on] 
Probe Orientation SHOW PROBES 12 
[value: one bit for each probe as the following] 
Individual Probe 1*(12) 
[value: 0 - SW, 1 - NE] 
Voltage Level SHOW VOLTAGES 128 
[value: 4 ASCII characters for each voltage supply] 
Individual Voltage Supply SHOW VOLTAGE(1-4) 32*(4) 

6. All Telemetry Packet 

Data Item Command # of Bits 

Clock Packet, DISPLAY TELEMETRY = ON 96 
Map Packet, 360 
Observatory Packet, or SHOW TELEMETRY 184 
Telescope Packet 384 
Note: total of 1024 bits 
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APPENDIX F 

SIDEREAL TIME CALCULATION 

The following formulas are relevant to the computation 
of sidereal time; 

1. LAST = CAST + A/15 

2. CAST = GMST + E 

3 GMST = 6.5926498(hour) + 2400.051336 TQ + 
0.0000258622 Tq^ + 1.002737909 UT 

4. E = -0.00029 sin jQ 

5. n = 125.04452(deg) - 1934.13626 T + 0.002071 

6. Tq = (JDQ - 2451545.0)/36525 

7. T = (JD - 2451545.0)/36525 

8. JD = 367K - <(7(K+<(M+9)/l2>))/4> +<(275M)/9> + I + 
1721013.5 + UT/24 - 0. 5sign( lOOK+M-190002 . 5 ) ̂•0 . 5 

where 
LAST is the local apparent sidereal time in hours; 
GAST is the Greenwich apparent sidereal time in hours; 
GMST is the Greenwich mean sidereal time in hours; 
^is the local longitude in degrees (east is positive; 
west is negative; 
A is the mean longitude of the ascending node of the 
Moon's orbit, measured in degrees; 
E is the equation of the equinoxes in hours; 
I is the day of the month (1 =< I >= 31); 
K is the year; 
M is the month (1 =< M >= 12); 
Tq and T are time intervals in Julian centuries from 
J2000.0; 
JDQ and JD are the Julian dates at 0 UT and at an 
arbitrary time of the dat, respectively; 
UT is the universal time in hours, same as Greenwich 
mean time (GMT); 
<> is a truncation operation. Example; <3.65> = 3 
The sign function extract the algebraic sign from a 
number. Example; sign(-235) = -1; sign(7) = 1 
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